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vABSTRACT
Advancements in the active materials of Li-based batteries provide a promising
route to significantly improve electrochemical performance. Li metal has a 10x
increase in gravimetric capacity compared to conventional graphite anodes and can
be utilized with a solid electrolyte. However, current solid-state Li metal anode
batteries cannot reliably cycle large amounts of Li due to chemical and mechanical
degradation at the solid electrolyte / Li interface. One key factor in the failure of
solid electrolytes is the dearth of mechanical data on Li at the relevant length scales
and microstructures to solid-state batteries. The initial stages of Li formation at the
solid electrolyte / Li interface also require further exploration to help improve the
performance of solid-state Li batteries.
In the first part of the thesis, we will discuss the methods used to investigate Li
electrodeposited in-situ in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) chamber from
a thin film solid-state battery. We probed the formation of this Li and found
preferential growth at the domain boundaries of the surface of the cell, corroborated
by electrochemical simulations. Cryogenic electron microscopy was determined
to be the optimal method for examining the microstructure of Li and was utilized
to reveal the single crystalline microstructure of Li pillars. Uniaxial compression
experiments were performed on single crystalline Li pillars that grew from these
batteries. We found that Li pillars with diameters of 360-759 nm first deformed
elastically, then yielded and flowed plastically, with an average yield stress of 16.0
± 6.82 MPa, 24x stronger than bulk polycrystalline Li. The mechanical results are
discussed in the framework of dislocation starvation and nucleation, in addition to
thermally activated deformation processes.
Next generation battery systems may also utilize 3D electrodes to allow for both
high energy (large mass loading) and power densities (small diffusion lengths).
The last section of the thesis investigates the fabrication of 3D architected LiCoO2
structures and their performance as Li-ion battery cathodes. Using a novel hydrogel
photoresin with relevant salt contents, the structures were fabricated using digital
light processing and calcination. The electrochemical performance of the architected
cathodes was examined and the electrodes exhibited a relatively high areal capacity
up to ∼8 mAh/cm2 and a capacity retention of 82% after 100 cycles.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
The lithium-ion battery (LIB) has permeated modern society and is the rechargeable
energy storage of choice for a variety of applications. These uses span a wide range
of energy magnitudes, from µWh for microelectronics, mWh to Wh for implantable
devices, Wh for mobile devices, laptops, and drones, and kWh for electric vehicles
(EVs), to MWh for grid storage. Driven by a large decrease in price per kWh,
the production and utilization of LIBs has increased significantly this decade, and
that trend is expected to continue in the upcoming decades [1]. LIBs provide key
opportunities to combat the detrimental effects of climate change by replacing the
internal combustion engine in EVs and by supporting renewable energy sources with
on-grid energy storage. Current LIB materials cannot provide energy densities high
enough to reach the Department of Energy’s EV goals of 235 Wh kg−1 and 500 Wh
L−1 at the pack level, with current packs providing ∼150Wh kg−1 and ∼250Wh L−1
[2]. This ∼50% increase in gravimetric energy density, for instance, could improve
the range of the Tesla Model 3 to over 500 miles, a range that would likely increase
consumer demand [3]. Motivated by the need to increase the energy density of LIBs
for these reasons, a large amount of research has been devoted to understanding and
developing new battery chemistries that could provide higher energy densities than
current LIB materials. The goal of this thesis is to investigate critical mechanisms,
material properties, and battery architectures that may help lead to the successful
implementation of high energy density Li-based batteries.
1.1 Brief History of Li-ion Batteries
Before the invention of the LIB, common battery chemistries included primary (non-
rechargeable) lead-acid and nickel-cadmium, in addition to secondary (rechargeable)
nickel-metal hydride and alkaline, which all suffer from low energy density, specific
capacity, and voltage [4, 5]. The first significant LIB discovery by Wittingham
in 1978 was the intercalation of Li ions, where ions are reversibly inserted and
removed from the crystal lattice of a material, using Li transition metal sulfide
cathodes [6]. These early Li batteries used Li metal as the anode but were afflicted
by low cell voltage and safety issues from the very reactive Li metal [4]. In 1980, the
Goodenough lab discovered an improved Li intercalation cathode, LiCoO2 (LCO),
2which provided stable, reversible cycling at high voltage (> 4 V) [7] and is still the
most common cathode material in LIBs [5]. On the anode side, developments into
various forms of carbon allowed for more reversible, safer batteries [8, 9]. This led
to the first commercial LIB, developed by Sony in 1991, that was composed of a
graphite anode and LCO cathode [4].
1.2 Li-ion Battery Operation
Like all batteries, a LIB requires two electrodes, an anode and cathode, separated
by an electrically insulating and ionically conductive electrolyte. Energy is derived
when there is a difference in chemical potential between the two electrodes. At
each electrode, a half reaction defines a reduction potential depending on how easy
the material gains (reduction) or loses (oxidation) electrons, and the difference in
these potentials determines the voltage of the cell. Graphite is the most common
LIB anode with a voltage of ∼0 to 0.5 V vs. Li / Li+ [10]. Cathode materials
have more variety, with common materials LCO, LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA),
LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC), and LiFePO4 (LFP) typically providing voltages
between 3 and 4.5 V vs. Li / Li+ [11]. Because water decomposes at the operation
voltages of LIB cells, the electrolytes are composed of organic solvents, commonly
a mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate (EC:DEC), with a dissolved
Li salt, such as LiPF6 [12]; a polypropylene or polyethylene porous separator is wet
with the electrolyte during cell assembly [13].
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the materials in and operation of a LIB. The
half reactions during charge for a graphite anode and LCO cathode are shown in
equations 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, with a nominal voltage ∼3.7 V [14].
C + xe− + xLi+ = LixC (1.1)
LiCoO2 − xe− − xLi+ = Li1−xCoO2 (1.2)
During charge, Li ions are driven by an external energy source from the LCO through
the electrolyte and intercalate into the graphene sheets of the anode. On discharge,
the reverse process occurs and electrons are driven through an external circuit to the
cathode to provide power as Li ions intercalate between the transition metal oxide
layers of the crystal lattice, which act a host for Li ions [14]. Electrodes are typically
composed of powders of the active material, a conductive additive, and a binder, all
cast as a slurry onto a metal current collector foil.
3Figure 1.1: Schematic of the components of a Li-ion battery adapted fromReference
[15].
1.3 Li Metal Solid-State Batteries
While the previous section discussed the modern LIB, the materials used in these
batteries are currently approaching their energy density limits [14]. The usable
capacity of graphite and typical transition metal oxide cathodes is ∼300-350 mAh/g
and ∼150-200 mAh/g, respectively [16]. To improve energy density, researchers
are continually developing new insights and discoveries to help implement high
energy materials into LIBs. For example, disordered rocksalt [17] and Li-excess
layered [18] cathode materials can reach capacities >250 mAh/g and voltages >4.2
V. Liquid electrolytes that are stable at high voltages >4.5 V, such as those that utilize
ionic liquids [19] and sulfones [20], can potentially improve the energy density and
safety of LIBs. Si anodes have been extensively studied for their low cost and high
theoretical gravimetric (or specific) capacity of 4200 mAh/g [21], and have begun
commercialization [22, 23].
However, the "holy grail" of LIBmaterials is Limetal itself. It has the largest specific
capacity for an anode of 3860 mAh/g1 and the lowest standard reduction potential
of -3.040 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode [24], allowing for potentially
the largest gravimetric energy density of any monovalent ion-producing electrode.
1The theoretical capacity of Li is lower than that of Si because they are calculated differently.
For Si, it is calculated as the amount of charge of Li that lithiates an initial mass of Si to form Li4.4Si.
The capacity of Li is just based on the charge of Li; if it were calculated the same way as Si, its
capacity would be infinite. Practically, the gravimetric capacity of Li is larger than that of Si.
4Li was actually the original anode studied for LIBs before carbonaceous anodes
were developed, and research interest in this material has greatly expanded recently
[25]. The principle issue preventing the implementation of Li metal in rechargeable
batteries is the formation of Li dendrites upon cycling; these branching, tree-like
structures can lead to short circuiting (safety hazard and cell death) and to “dead
Li”, which drastically reduces battery cycle life [24, 26, 27]. Dendrite formation
arises from various factors, including the reactivity of Li with the electrolyte cre-
ating an inhomogenous solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer, mechanically weak
separators, and unstable ion transport at the dendrite surface [28].
Many different approaches that aim to inhibit and suppress dendrite formation in
liquid electrolytes have been put forth, including but not limited to: (1) electrolyte
additives for enhanced SEI properties [29], (2) electrode engineering for uniform
current distribution [30], (3) a self-healing electrostatic mechanism [31], and (4)
pulse electrodeposition [32]. One of the most promising routes to suppress Li
dendrite formation involves replacing the conventional liquid electrolyte-in-porous-
separator with a solid polymer or ceramic electrolyte. A solid electrolyte (SE) can
mechanically suppress dendrites by plastically flowing Li, flattening the electrode
and preventing it from crossing the electrolyte [33, 34]. SEs also provide enhanced
safety, as they replace the common flammable liquid organic electrolyte [35]. Cur-
rent SEs struggle to perform their crucial and difficult role with a variety of issues;
the electrical conductivity and microstructure of the electrolyte [36, 37], chemical
reactions at the interface [38], fracture toughness of the SE [39], and mechanical
properties of Li [33, 40] all contribute to the performance and failure of SEs. There
is a great need to further understand the mechanisms and degradation at the Li / SE
interface.
1.4 Small-Scale Plasticity
Li, a body-centered (bcc) metal, often forms with submicron dimensions in cracks
or grain boundaries of SEs [37] and at the beginning of electroplating in liquid
electrolytes [41]. The modulus of a metal is determined by its interatomic bond
strength, and so is generally only dependent on the metal’s constitutive elements,
porosity, and orientation. In contrast, post-yield deformation and mechanical prop-
erties of metals are a strong function of microstructure: crystal structure, grain size,
dislocation density, porosity, impurity concentration, etc. The strength of metals is
tied to the motion of dislocations, line defects that disrupt crystalline order and move
under a shear stress, resulting in a microstructural sensitive property. For example,
5the well-known Hall-Petch strengthening relates the yield strength of a metal, σy, to
its grain size, DGB, as:
σy = σ0 + k1D
−1/2
GB (1.3)
Where σy is the yield strength, σ0 is approximately the yield stress of a coarse
grained, well annealed crystal, and k1 is a constant [42]. Smaller grains, and thus
more grain boundaries, provide obstacles for dislocationmotion, increasing strength.
At length scales < ∼10 µm, sample size and microstructure of metals substan-
tially influence their strengths. For example, metallic samples carved out of bulk
single crystals become stronger with size reduction in a power law fashion [43],
while those grown as individual micro-structures via directional solidification can
attain close-to-theoretical strengths that do not vary with size [44]. Nanocrystalline
metals become weaker with smaller sample size [45, 46] and the deformation of
bi-crystalline metals depends on the relative orientation of the grain boundary plane
and loading axis [47, 48]. Experiments on single crystalline metallic samples re-
veal a ubiquitous “smaller is stronger” power law dependence of strength on size.
Figure 1.2(a) demonstrates the typical stress-strain curves for these samples (Figure
1.2(b,c)). The samples’ yield and/or flow stress scales with pillar diameter, D, as:
τRes
µ
= A
(
D
b
)m
(1.4)
In this framework, τRes represents the shear stress that corresponds to the uniax-
ially applied normal stress resolved onto a particular crystallographic slip system
({111}/<110> for face-centered cubic (fcc) crystals), µ is the shear modulus on the
same crystallographic planes, D is the pillar diameter, b is the magnitude of the
Burgers vector, A is a scaling constant, andm is the power law exponent. m has been
found to be universal, ∼ -0.6, for nearly all fcc metals (Figure 1.2(d)) [49–51] and
varies from -0.32 to -0.93 for bcc metals [40, 52–54]. The slope is lower for some
bcc metals mainly due to the higher Peierls stress in bcc crystals, the stress needed
to move a dislocation on its glide plane [53]. This strengthening is often thought
to arise from dislocation annihilation at the free surfaces of the small volume of
material, leading to a state known as dislocation starvation, where dislocations need
to be nucleated at ever higher stresses during deformation [43, 55]. Over an order of
magnitude strengthening can emerge from the smaller-is-stronger size effect (Figure
1.2).
6Figure 1.2: (a) Stress-strain curves for Ni3Al - Tamicropillars of different diameters.
Micropillars before (b) and after (c) deformation. (a-c) adapted fromReference [49].
(d) Scaling law for different fcc crystals, adapted from Reference [43].
1.5 Thesis Overview
The objective of this thesis is to explore fundamental mechanisms and material
properties of Li electrodeposited in a solid-state battery. Chapter 2 will describe
the experimental instrumentation and procedures used to charge thin film solid-state
batteries and perform nanomechanical experiments in-situ in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) chamber. Chapter 3will investigate the initial stages of the forma-
tion of Li when these batteries are charged. Chapter 4 will probe the microstructure
of this Li and discuss the challenges to performmicrostructural analysis on Li metal.
Chapter 5 will examine the strength and stiffness of Li electrodeposited from the
solid-state batteries and discuss the results in the framework of small-scale plasticity
and their relevance to solid-state batteries. Chapter 6 will introduce a novel cathode
3D architecture that could utilize the advantages of solid-state Li batteries. Finally,
the last chapter will provide a summary of the thesis and an outlook of the field
looking forward.
7C h a p t e r 2
ELECTROCHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED IN THE SEM
Adapted from
1. Citrin, M. A., Yang, H., Nieh, S. K., Berry, J., Gao, W., Pan, X., Srolovitz, D.
J., & Greer, J. R. From Ion-to-Atom-to-Dendrite: Formation and Nanomechanical
Behavior of Electrodeposited Lithium. (In preparation).
This chapter introduces the need for characterization of the mechanical properties
of Li metal at the dimensions and microstructures relevant to solid-state batteries,
in addition to further understand the initial stages of Li growth. The in-situ exper-
imental set-up to probe the formation and mechanical properties of Li in an SEM
chamber is illustrated in the following sections. The techniques to charge the cell
and perform mechanical experiments are also discussed in this chapter.
2.1 Solid-State Li Metal Batteries
One of the most promising methods to suppress dendrite formation involves re-
placing the conventional liquid electrolyte-in-porous-separator with a solid polymer
or ceramic electrolyte. The theoretical framework for this approach was initially
developed byMonroe and Newman [33], who incorporated elasticity into the Butler-
Volmer equation and suggested that dendrite formation may be suppressed when the
shear modulus of a polymer electrolyte is at least twice that of Li (3.4 GPa). Using
a similar approach, Ferrese and Newman [34] showed that a polymer separator with
a shear modulus of ∼8 GPa (twice that of Li) results in a ∼1 MPa stress in the anode
after electrodeposition; this exceeds the reported yield stress of Li (0.655 MPa [56])
and flattens the electrode. Ahmad and Viswanathan [57] extended this approach
to ceramic electrolytes by varying the Li atom/Li ion molar volume ratio in the
electrolyte leading to Li dendrite suppression when the ceramic electrolyte shear
modulus was less than ∼0.7 that of Li. Existing solid electrolytes (SEs) do not meet
these moduli requirements: polymer electrolytes typically have moduli below 150
MPa [58] and ceramic ones above 7 GPa [59].
8Most SEs fail via catastrophic failure or short circuiting when cycled above a critical
current density, regardless of their moduli [37, 38, 60]. For example, in garnet-type
electrolytes (i.e. polycrystalline Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO): shear modulus ∼60 GPa),
Li penetrates the electrolyte grain boundaries in a web-like structure during cycling
[61, 62]. Porz et al. [37] demonstrated that above a critical current density, metallic
lithium forms at defects (e.g., polishing features and voids) even in single crystalline
garnet electrolytes, which serve as stress concentrations/crack initiation sites during
cycling; Li filaments formed in these cracks had diameters of around 300 nm and
can short circuit the cell. Possible reasons for this severe discrepancy between theo-
retical predictions for dendrite suppression and the common observation of dendrite
formation (under conditions where the theory suggests suppression) is the neglect
of other important factors [37, 38, 63]; e.g., the electrical conduction within the
electrolyte [36], electrolyte microstructure [37], interfacial reactions [38], plasticity
within the Li [40, 64–71], and fracture toughness of the SE [39]. Electrolyte and
cell failure are influenced by microstructure, cycling conditions, and processing
defects; hence preventing failure requires a more sophisticated understanding of the
Li / SE interaction than incorporated into the isotropic continuum-based Monroe
and Newman criterion [33].
This brief overview highlights the importance of the combined effects of microstruc-
ture (e.g., single- vs. poly-crystal) and mechanical properties (yield strength, elastic
anisotropy, and ductility) of Li at the nano- and micro-scales on the electro-chemo-
mechanical processes that operate during Li cycling with SEs. Such understanding
is critical for developing physically-based strategies for preventing dendrite forma-
tion and electrolyte failure. Unfortunately, the literature on mechanical properties
of metallic Li is sparse (virtually non-existent for the electrodeposited metal and
samples of small dimensions relevant to solid-state batteries [72]). Further, existing
studies report widely varying results, e.g, yield stresses for bulk polycrystals (grain
sizes either unknown or >1mm) were reported to be 0.6-0.81MPa under quasi-static
tension [56, 66, 70] and 0.56-0.81 MPa in compression [66, 71], 105 MPa for com-
pression of micron-size single crystals carved from re-melted foils using a Focused
Ion Beam, FIB [40], and ∼13-30 MPa for sub-micron-thick thermally evaporated
thin films based on nanoindentation studies [64, 73] (indentation hardness was con-
verted to yield strength as 1/3 of the hardness via the Tabor relationship [74]).
Tensile experiments on bulk polycrystalline Li (grain size = 150 µm) suggested
room temperature deformation occurred via creep (flow stress <1MPa at strain rates
< 10−2 s−1) [69]. The range of reported macro-sized polycrystalline Li compressive
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mental strain rates, and test temperatures. Deformation characteristics of small-scale
Li samples also exhibit considerable variability: nanoindentation of 750 µm-thick
polycrystalline Li foils suggested viscoplastic / power law creep deformation and
negligible elastic response [67, 68]. On the other hand, all of the compression
experiments on single crystalline micro-pillars show elastic behavior up to strains
of 2-3%, followed by yield and significant plastic flow without hardening for strains
up to ∼20% [40] .
On the sub-micron to micron scales (typical length scales of electrodeposited Li)
[15, 72], sample size and microstructure of metals substantially influence strengths,
which may help explain why electrochemically-formed Li filaments can penetrate
submicron electrolyte cracks [37, 61, 62]. These effects arise from dislocations
interactions with free surfaces in micron- and sub-micron-size metals and thermally
activated dislocation processes (e.g., climb and kink-pair formation) [52]. The
combination of size-, rate-, and microstructure-dependent strength of small-scale
metals, and the substantial reported differences in the mechanical properties of
Li demand accurate measurement of the mechanical properties of lithium as a
function of its microstructural characteristics (and their connection to formation and
processing conditions), at length scales relevant to electrochemical deposition.
2.2 Thin Film Solid-State Battery for In-situ SEM Experiments
At Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL), Bates et al. [75] reported the first successful
demonstration of a SE with Li metal anodes in rechargeable thin film batteries using
a vapor-deposited amorphous lithium phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON) SE. ORNL
has pioneered LiPON batteries from the work of John Bates, Nancy Dudney, and
coworkers. In subsequent work by groups at ORNL, [75–79], these batteries were
cycled up to ten thousand times with little capacity fade but required an excess of Li
of at least 500 nm to achieve extended cycling, reducing the energy density of the
battery and adding to production costs. Currently, LiPON is the most mature solid
electrolyte, being deployed commercially in small consumer and medical devices
[77].
We used Li-free thin film solid-state batteries in their as-fabricated state (no Li
metal) fabricated by Front Edge Technology [80]. "Li-free” in this context indicates
that all of the Li was initially stored in the as-deposited cathode. Figure 2.1 shows
a schematic and SEM images of the batteries in their as-fabricated state used in
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Figure 2.1: Morphology and cross-section of a thin film Li-free battery. (a)
Schematic of the cell cross-section. (b) SEM image of the top surface taken at
10° from the surface normal shows the nodular morphology of the cell; bundle do-
mains have diameters between 1-10 µm. (c) SEM cross-section of a single domain
(note that the LCO, LiPON and Cu are all conformal). (d) SEM images of the cell
cross-section with insets of a TEM image of section of the Cu layer and a higher
resolution SEM image of a section of the columnar LCO morphology.
this study. They consist of a stack of a ∼40 µm-thick LCO cathode, a 4 µm-thick
LiPON solid electrolyte, and a 30 nm-thick Cu current collector — all deposited by
magnetron sputtering [81, 82]. The LCO cathode has a columnar grain structure,
with 100-500 nm diameter crystallites (Figure 2.1(a, b, d)), that bundle together
into domains that coalesce into increasingly larger bundles/domains with some
height differences. The morphology of the battery layers above the cathode follow
the overall topography of these LCO bundles, which create a nodular top surface
topography (Figure 2.1(c)), with peak-to-valley heights of ∼3 µm. The Li-free cell
design with no overlayer allows the direct observation of and acces to Li as it forms
when it grows out of the top of the cell into the vacuum of the SEM chamber. LiPON
is a model electrolyte because it is well characterized and amorphous, avoiding any
complexities arising from grain boundaries.
To connect to the cell, Cu tape or foil is attached to contacts on the cell substrate
using Ag epoxy in an Ar-filled glovebox. The cell is then mounted onto an SEM stub
on top of Kapton tape to prevent short circuiting from contacts on the back of the cell.
Before experiments, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
are performed on the cells in the glovebox to test that they are well connected. EIS
does not charge or discharge the cell, so it does not affect subsequent electrochemical
experiments. During EIS, an oscillating voltage at various frequencies is applied to
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Figure 2.2: (a) Typical Nyquist plot for well-connected solid-state thin film cells
before charging. R1, Q2, R2, and Q3 corresponds to electrical resistance, geomet-
ric capacitance, Rb, and double layer capacitance, respectively. The jump around
0.2x104 Ω on the Re(Z) axis is due to a change in frequency channel in the poten-
tiostat. (b) Typical Nyquist plot for poorly-connected cells. Note the scales of the
axes, which are ∼100x greater than those in (a).
measure the complex impedance response of the cell. A common representation of
EIS is the Nyquist plot (see Figure 2.2(a)), in which the real and negative imaginary
parts of the impedance are plotted, and each point corresponds to a single frequency.
The signature of a well-connected cell should be a semicircle with a straight line at
lower frequencies (larger impedances). EIS was measured using a BioLogic SP-200
potentiostat between 3 MHz and 1 Hz with a perturbation of 10mV.
The semicircle seen in the Nyquist plot in Figure 2.2(a) for a cell used in this study is
commonly attributed to the geometric capacitance between the electrodes in parallel
with the overall resistance of the cell (bulk resistance, Rb) [72, 83]. The first x-axis
intercept at the highest frequencies corresponds to the electrical resistance of the
system (wires, contacts, Ag epoxy, etc.) and the straight line at low frequencies is
attributed to double layer capacitance [83]. Rb is dominated by the resistance of
LiPON, so Rb can be used directly to calculate the ionic conductivity of the LiPON
layer using:
σ =
L
ARb
(2.1)
where σ is the ionic conductivity, L is the thickness of the LiPON layer, and A is the
cross-sectional area of the electrolyte. An equivalent circuit (Figure 2.2(a)) is fit to
the data, providing a LiPON conductivity of 2 x 10−6 S/cm using L = 4 µm and A =
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1 mm2. This is consistent with conductivities reported in literature [76]. Constant
phase elements (CPEs, represented by Q in the circuit diagram) are used instead of
capacitors to fit the depressed (wider than tall) semicircles. A CPE represents an
imperfect capacitor, with impefections attributed to inhomegenieties and roughness
in the electrodes [83, 84]. If the cell exhibits an impedance response as shown in
Figure 2.2(a), then it is well-connected and can be used for in-situ charging in the
SEM.
If the cell is poorly-connected, the EIS will reveal a Nyquist plot that approaches a
vertical line, such as the plot shown in Figure 2.2(b). This Nyquist plot represents
capacitive behavior with deviations arising from the change in frequency channels
in the potentiostat. This capacitive behavior implies that the cell is disconnected
somewhere, likely due to defects in the connections involving Ag epoxy or electrical
contacts on the cell, and cannot be charged. The open circuit voltage (OCV) is the
voltage of the cell under no applied current. The OCV for a well-connected cell
typically ranges between about -50 and 50 mV with deviations < 1 mV/s. Generally
in an electrochemical cell like a battery, the OCV will be defined by the voltage
produced by the battery. However, because our cells start Li-free, the potential is
determined by only one electrode and the OCV is ill-defined. After some Li is
plated, the OCV reaches ∼3.9 V. When the cell is not connected, the OCV will
become larger (commonly |V| > 1 V) with large fluctuations around 100 mV/s or
more. OCV is another simple tool in addition to EIS to determine which cells will
work for the in-situ charging experiments.
The cell-mounting details are critical for the performance of the SEM experiments.
Because the cell is mounted vertically in the SEM chamber with the side of the stub
close to the electron beam column, any mm-sized Kapton tape will cause a large
distortion in the electron image due to Kapton tape being an electrical insulator
(Figure 2.3). Care was taken to minimize the amount of exposed Kapton tape,
especially on the edge of the cell, while preventing short circuits. A conductive
carbon pen was used when necessary to cover exposed areas of Kapton tape. The
electrical clips were also coated in Kapton tape to prevent short circuiting.
The cells were attached to an SEM stub (Figure 2.4(c)) and placed into a custom
in-situ SEM instrument (Quanta 200 SEM, FEI) that has a nanoindenter arm (In-
SEM, Nanomechanics, Inc.) and an electrical port mounted on the testing chamber
(Figure 2.4(a)). The electrical port is connected to a potentiostat (BioLogic SP-
200) outside the instrument and to electrical contacts on the sample within chamber
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of the thin film cell with image distortion from Kapton
tape, seen at the bottom of the images. The cell is contained in the blue rectangle.
This distortion generally precludes any high magnification imaging and the ability
to perform nanomechanical experiments.
(Figure 2.4(b)). The chamber was pumped down to < 5 x 10−5 torr, and the Li
electrodeposited galvanostatically at 0.3 mA/cm2 or potentiostatically at 4.1 V. Li
growth was imaged in real time in the SEM during charging.
2.3 In-situ Uniaxial Compression
The SEM instrument that can perform in-situ electrochemical experiment can also
performmechanical experiments using a nanomechanical indenter arm. The nanoin-
dentor head is attached to the end of the indenter arm and measures the load and
displacement of the sample. Figure 2.5 illustrates the components of the nanoinde-
ter head, which is inherently load controlled; a desired displacement is reached by
applying load. To administer a load to the sample, the head applies a voltage on an
electromagnetic driver coil. The head measures displacement from the applied load
using a capacitive gauge, which is sandwiched between two support leaf springs
with large lateral stiffnesses to reduce lateral motion of the head. The tip that will
contact the sample is screwed into the bottom of the head before the head is inserted
into the SEM.
Uniaxial compression tests of vertically-oriented, electrodeposited Li pillars (height:
diameter aspect ratios of 3:1-5:1)were conducted in the sameSEMchamber inwhich
theywere deposited immediately after charging the cell. These nanomechanical tests
were performed by compressing individual nano-pillars with a 5 µm diamond flat-
punch indenter tip at a nominal strain rate of ∼3 x 10−3 s−1 or at a prescribed
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Figure 2.4: (a) A schematic of the in-situ electrochemical charging experiment.
Photographs of (b) the in-situ instrument and (c) each component within the SEM
chamber. The sample is mounted onto the SEM stub; clips connected to the
potentiostat outside the chamber are attached to the Cu tape connected to the cell
inside the chamber.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the components of the nanoindenter head adapted from
Agilent Technologies [85].
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Figure 2.6: Examples of displacement vs. time for three pillars compressed at 0.5
µN/s throughout the whole experiment (a) and data cutoff to the relevant linear
portion (b). (c) shows the strain rate from the curves in (b) taken at 3 second
intervals.
loading rate of 0.5 µN/s (corresponding to an effective strain rate of ∼1 x 10−3
s−1 , see Figure 2.6). The experiments were conducted in the continuous stiffness
measurement (CSM) mode (in addition to the global constant strain rate), where the
indenter tip oscillated with an amplitude of 0.5 nm at a frequency of 45 Hz. The
in-situ experiment allowed the transfer of Li into the SEM without exposure to air,
which is critical to investigate Li metal; the Li was also never exposed to a Ga+
ion beam, as commonly used in FIB pillar carving [40, 86]. The cell was charged
at a constant current density of 0.3 mA/cm2 to increase the likelihood of locating
vertically oriented isolated pillars of the target aspect ratios.
The compression experiments with a prescribed constant loading rate of 0.5 µN/s
were in effect performed under a relatively constant displacement (strain) rate (Figure
2.6). The constant strain rate is due to the applied force being linear with time, but
when corrected for the spring stiffness, load deviates from linearity because the
sample dynamic stiffness is on the same order as the spring stiffness. This allows
the displacement rate to be relatively constant, although small deviations in linearity
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correspond to the deviations in linearity in load and stress-strain behavior. To
calculate the effective strain rate for a prescribed loading rate, the depth vs. time
data needs to be analyzed, as shown in Figure 2.6(a). The depth is mostly linear with
time until unloading near the end of the experiment with a negative displacement
rate. The curves can also be nonlinear at the very beginning of the experiment as
the indenter tip contacts the sample. Figure 2.6(b) removes these nonlinearities by
cutting off the very beginning and end of the data. The displacement rates, and thus
strain rates, are relatively constant throughout the experiment. The R2 values for
linear fits in this region of the experiment range from 0.997 to 0.999. The maximum
effective strain rate, taken at 3 second intervals (Figure 2.6(c)), is 3.4 x 10−3 s−1,
with an average of 1.2 x 10−3 s−1 between the 3 pillars, demonstrating the quasistatic
nature of the prescribed load-rate compression experiments.
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C h a p t e r 3
FORMATION OF LI IN LI-FREE SOLID-STATE BATTERIES
Adapted from
1. Citrin, M. A., Yang, H., Nieh, S. K., Berry, J., Gao, W., Pan, X., Srolovitz, D.
J., & Greer, J. R. From Ion-to-Atom-to-Dendrite: Formation and Nanomechanical
Behavior of Electrodeposited Lithium. (In preparation).
This chapter will address the formation of Li in thin film solid-state cells using the
experimental methods described in the previous chapter. The sections will generally
focus on the observation that Li preferentially grows at the domain boundaries on
the surface of the cell, and the implications thereof. The chapter will begin with a
brief introduction into Li-free cells.
3.1 Introduction-Li-free Cells
Neudecker et al. [79] investigated Li-free thin film batteries, which avoids excess Li
in the battery and the need for special equipment to deposit Li. These batteries only
cycled stablywith cathodes thicknesses up to 3 µm (which corresponds to only∼1 µm
of electrodeposited Li) due to the electrodeposition-induced volumetric expansion.
Substantially thicker Li deposits are required for most applications; for example, to
reach the US Department of Energy capacity goal of 5 mAh/cm2, ∼25 µm of Li
must be cycled on each charge [2]. This requires substantially thicker cathodes and
further exploration of the mechanism and limitations of electrochemical Li growth.
In an approach similar to the work presented here, Motoyama et al. [72] used a
custom symmetric (both electrodes were Li) thin film solid-state cell with LiPON
deposited on both sides of a Li1+x+yAlxTi2−xSiyP3−yO12 (LATP) SE sheet with
a smooth topography and cycled it in-situ inside an SEM chamber. The authors
discovered that rod-like Li deposits penetrated a thin (≤100 nm) Cu current collector
on top of LiPON, while large (> 5 µm) bumps formed under thicker (≥1 µm) Cu
films. By modeling the Li particle as a hollow spherical shell with internal pressure
induced by its growth, these authors suggested that the radial (normal) stress on the
Li particle associated with the Cu film constraint to be 0.1-1 GPa [72]. The flat
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topography contrasts the nodular surface of our cell; the importance of this will be
discussed in the subsequent sections.
3.2 Li Electrodeposition
Figure 3.1(a) shows a time-lapse SEM image sequence of the Cu thin film sur-
face during charging at 0.3 mA/cm2 at the capacities indicated in Figure 3.1(b).
These images reveal the emergence of ∼400 nm diameter bumps that preferentially
form at bundle domain boundaries (local minima or cusps in the Cu surface mor-
phology) once the charging voltage exceeds ∼4 V. Continued charging produces a
negligible voltage increase at these capacities (Figure 3.1(b)). When the charging
capacity reaches ∼10 µAh/cm2, the bumps start to crack, and the Li that formed at
the LiPON/Cu interface pierces the Cu film (Figure 3.1(a,ii)). With further charg-
ing, additional Li deposits at other bundle domain boundaries, and the existing Li
continues to grow (see Figure 3.2 for additional Li growth images and details).
Figure 3.1(c) shows different observed electroplated Li morphologies: (1) up to ∼1
µm diameter sphere-like particles, (2) pillars with diameters from ∼300 nm to ∼1
µm that grew in all directions from the substrate, and (3) 100-300 nm diameter fibers
with aspect ratios >5:1. Some of the Li particles looked faceted (Figure 3.1(c,iv)).
Upon charging, Li is formed at the LiPON / Cu interface, and then fractures through
the thin Cu layer once the Li particle is large enough. More evidence of this is shown
in the SEM images in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2(a) shows the bumps in the Cu that form
at the beginning of charge as the Li has grown and has just started to fracture the Cu
surface. Figure 3.2(b) reveals Li growing at areas with fractured Cu. The dark areas
in the red circles arise from the underlying LiPON layer, as the images were taken at
10 kV. The low Z of Li allowed the electron beam to penetrate through, illustrating
the lack of Cu directly under the Li. Finally, Figure 3.2(c) shows Li particles at
the end of charge with Cu “caps” attached from puncturing through the Cu current
collector at the beginning of growth. The contrast is due to the low Z of Li, which
appears darker under secondary electron imaging.
3.3 Preferential Li Formation at Domain Boundaries
The in-situSEMexperiments conducted in ourwork revealed that Li first nucleated at
the LiPON/Cu interface as the Li ions in the electrolyte are reduced from the current
collector and the amount of Li solubilized by the Cu is negligible. Under the Cu film,
the Li first formedmultiple∼400 nmdiameter bumps that decorated the valleys of the
nodular relief of the film stack associated with the LCO bundle domain boundaries
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Figure 3.1: (a) Time-lapse SEM images that depict morphology evolution viewed
from above the Cu layer during charging at 0.3 mA/cm2. (b) Charging profile with
black points along the curve corresponding to the capacities in frames i-v in (a). (c)
Different morphologies of electrodeposited Li that formed during charging at 0.3
mA/cm2 to between 35 and 75 µAh/cm2 (i-iii) and at the end of charge (iii-iv).
— see Figure 3.1(a,i-ii). The Li then ruptured the Cu film at those locations and grew
unimpeded (see Figure 3.1(a,ii) and 3.2). This resulted in different morphologies:
Li fibers, pillars, and spheres (Figure 3.1(a,iii-iv)). Similar film rupture-followed-
by-protrusion Li nucleation and growth behavior was observed by Motoyama et al.
[72]; however, the smooth surface topography in their cell only produced rod-like
Li protrusions. This is in contrast to our system, which exhibited a nodular surface
topography and produces a variety of Li morphologies (Figure 2.1, 3.1(c)).
While a symmetric Li cell is useful for detailed voltage analysis, a cathode is needed
to store energy, and vapor-deposited transition metal oxides (e.g., LCO) are common
Li battery cathodes[76, 77]. The nodular surface morphology of our full cell is a
common morphology in many commercial thin film solid-state batteries. We note,
however, that unlike in commercial batteries which have an overlayer to increase
cycle life and prevent air exposure, in our SEMexperiments there is no overlayer (and
hence no constraining pressure). Neudecker et al. [79] added a LiPON overlayer
to a Li-free thin film battery that successfully cycled 1 µm of Li 1000 times and
found that at the end of first charge, the Li formed as individual particles instead of
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Figure 3.2: (a) Side-view SEM images showing bumps in the Cu (blue arrows)
caused by Li growing underneath. (b) Top down SEM image showing Li (labeled
in white) growing at areas with fractured Cu (labeled in blue). The dark areas in the
red circles are from the underlying LiPON layer. (c) Top down SEM image showing
Li (dark) particles with Cu (light) “caps” attached.
a smooth, continuous film. This morphology is similar to that of the Li observed in
our work. Their Li thickness corresponds to 207 µAh/cm2 which is ∼3-6x greater
than the charge passed when we observed our initial Li morphologies. It is likely
that the Li morphologies and current collector rupture correspond to the Li formed
in thin film batteries at the beginning of charge (< ∼200 µAh/cm2), even under an
applied pressure from an overlayer. Thicker current collectors will suppress the
rupture and allow the Li to plate underneath this layer, while the Li morphologies
may evolve as more charge is passed and at subsequent cycles [72, 79].
To help understand the propensity for Li nucleation and growth along the topo-
graphical minima (cusps/valleys between domains) of the LiPON/Cu interface and
the various Li morphologies observed in experiments, we simulated Li ion transport
across the SE with the observed nodular cross-sectional geometry using COMSOL
[87] Multiphysics® (Figure 3.4(a)). The Nernst-Planck equation for ion transport
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Figure 3.3: (a) Top down SEM images before charge showing areas of steeper
curvature on the surface of the cell in red. (b) Top down SEM images after charging
at 0.3 mA/cm2 for 120 µAh/cm2. In the red areas, the Li morphology is more
uniform / sphere-like, and the density of Li deposits is larger, both due to effects of
the surface topography.
in the presence of an ion concentration gradient and an electric field was solved
using a finite element method. We employed a constant applied current density (3
A/m2), electrolyte conductivity (0.0001 S/m [88]), temperature (293 K), cathode
thickness (40 µm), electrolyte thickness (4 µm, unless specified otherwise), Li dif-
fusion coefficient (3x10−16 m2/s [89]) and various SE surface morphologies and
amplitudes.
Figure 3.4 shows simulation results which demonstrate that an applied potential
across the cell stack leads to current density enhancements near the cusps/valleys
in the LiPON/Cu interface. This topography drives enhanced, localized Li ion flux
into these regions (Figure 3.4(b)) leading to preferential Li metal nucleation and
growth at the cusps at the LiPON/Cu interface (beneath the Cu film) (Figure 3.4(c)).
This is consistent with our observation that Li metal is first observed on the top
surface of Cu near the cusped valleys in the surface morphology (see Figure 3.1
(a, (ii)). Simulation results showed no qualitative dependence on surface profile
type (cusped, z = h[1 − (1 − 2|x |/w)1.75]; sawtooth,z = 2h|x |/w; or sinusoidal,
z = h sin(2piw)/2, where h and w are the heights and widths of the surface profile
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Figure 3.4: Electrochemical simulations of electrolyte potential φ, current density
i, and Li+ concentration cLi+ in the LiPON and at the LiPON/Cu interface. (a)
Representative maps of φ, current density magnitude |®i| (colors) and field ®i (arrows;
lengths proportional to |®i|), and cLi+ across the cell. Current density and Li+
concentration exhibit distinct maxima near the cusps/valleys. (b) Representative
Li+ concentration maps at progressively longer lithiation times that convey highest
Li+ accumulation in the vicinity of a groove. (c) Maps of Li+ concentration and ®i
for three groove geometries (varying convexity) at t = 10 min that show increased
current density and Li+ concentration enhancement near grooves with increased
height-to-width ratio (width = 800 nm, height as indicated).
z(x)). The expansion associated with Li deposition generate an overall biaxial
tensile stress within the Cu film that facilitates localized rupture of the film near the
valleys where the Li deposition/expansion is a maximum. This geometric effect is
only visible using a thin film full cell with a surface geometry associated with an
underlying LCO layer.
The potential for more rapid Li deposition and growth at sharper bundle do-
main boundaries could be beneficial; they allow the cell to more effectively dis-
charge/charge at higher currents. However, the heterogeneity in the surface profile
produces a distribution of Li on top of the Cu film with different morphologies and
sizes, which may impair cycle life as the Li will strip/deposit non-uniformly [89].
Hence the overall effect on battery performance is unclear.
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3.4 Li Morphologies
We observed in our in-situ experiments that the sphere-like Li is more likely to grow
at sharper domain boundaries; slender pillars and fibers tend to grow away from
these locations (Figure 3.3). The geometry of Li deposits is likely determined by
the local surface topography and local current density. The local current density of
a Li deposit can be calculated from the charge passed, C, for a Li particle at a time
step t, defined as:
C = V(t)ρLiMLiF (3.1)
where V(t) is volume, ρLi is the density of Li, MLi is the molar mass of Li, and F
is the Faraday constant, assuming a Li+ transference number of 1 through LiPON.
C was plotted against time to obtain a linear relationship where the slope of the C
vs. t plot is defined as the local current. The area to determine current density was
calculated using a circular cross section using the diameter (for a fiber or pillar)
and using the square of the measured length of the contact between the particle and
surface (for a sphere; the sphere-like Li contacts the surface as a spherical cap). The
volume of the sphere was calculated by estimating the depth as the average between
two orthogonal axes across the surface and multiplying it by the area seen in the
SEM. The local current density applied to grow a Li pillar was calculated as ∼5
mA/cm2 when the global current density was 0.3 mA/cm2, while the local current
density to grow a Li sphere was ∼90 mA/cm2 when the global current density was
0.1 mA/cm2.
We hypothesize that at the larger local current densities associated with sphere-like
deposits, the Li may be driven to diffuse toward the upper surface of the exposed
deposit as the local concentration of Li ions drives increased stresses on the Li
deposits (Fig. 6(c)), inducing growth near the top of the particle and spherical
cap formation, while at the smaller local current densities associated with fibers
or pillars, the Li fiber or pillar grows from the bottom as Li ions are reduced
at the LiPON/Li interface. The self-diffusion rate of Li at room temperature is
large enough to accommodate the growth rate of sphere-like particles, assuming a
diffusion distance of
√
6DLit, where DLi is the self-diffusion coefficient of Li and t
is time. This diffusion distance is an underestimate because it does not take account
of the external driving force of a stress gradient. The Li self-diffusion coefficient
(6x10 −15 m2/s [90]) is 20x larger than that of Li in LiPON (3×10 −16 m2/s [89]) at
298 K. This difference in diffusion coefficients (20x) is similar to the difference in
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measured local current densities (∼18x). It is plausible that Li fibers and pillars grow
in an electrolyte-limited transport regime and sphere-like Li grows in a Li-diffusion
limited regime. This mechanism is consistent with the results of the simulations, as
the local current density will be largest directly at the boundaries at the topographic
minima, producing more sphere-like Li. The morphology of the initial Li deposits
are then determined by the surface topography of the cell, in contrast to Li deposited
in a liquid electrolyte, whose morphology is determined by the current distribution
around the particle and is more fiber-like at higher current densities [91]. Without
the surface topography-based local current enhancement, Li should deposit only in
fiber or pillar morphologies, as was observed on a flat LiPON/Cu interface [72].
3.5 Conclusions
In-situ electrochemical experiments were performed on a commercial, solid-state
Li-free, LiCoO2 (40 µm, cathode)/LiPON (4 µm, solid electrolyte)/Cu (30 nm,
current collector) thin film battery inside an SEM chamber. These experiments,
in addition to numerical simulations, demonstrate that during cycling of the cells,
Li preferentially nucleates and grows at the local topographical minima on the
Cu/LiPON interface along the LCO bundle domain boundaries arising from the
underlying cathode layer. Further deposition of Li ruptures the Cu film and grows
into different morphologies: spheres, pillars, and fibers with dimensions ≤ 1 µm.
The growth of sphere-like Li is correlated with the topographical-enhanced current
densities at the cusps of the Cu/LiPON interface.
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C h a p t e r 4
MICROSTRUCTURE OF LI ELECTRODEPOSITED FROM A
SOLID ELECTROLYTE
Adapted from
1. Citrin, M. A., Yang, H., Nieh, S. K., Berry, J., Gao, W., Pan, X., Srolovitz, D.
J., & Greer, J. R. From Ion-to-Atom-to-Dendrite: Formation and Nanomechanical
Behavior of Electrodeposited Lithium. (In preparation).
This chapter will investigate the microstructure of the Li electrodeposited from
thin film solid-state cell, as discussed in the previous chapters. Various methods to
effectively transfer Li into the TEMchamber formicrostructural analysis will be con-
sidered. Ultimately, cryo-EM was chosen as the method to probe the microstructure
of Li and its transfer method and results will be discussed in the following sections.
4.1 Challenges Performing TEM Analysis on Li
Chapter 3 describes the formation of Li in thin film solid-state batteries. Li was
electrodeposited in various morphologies generally < 1 µm in size. As mentioned
in Section 1.4, the microstructure of metals greatly influences their strength, espe-
cially at these submicron length scales. For example, single crystalline, submicron
samples can exhibit much larger strengths than bulk poly-crystals [43] and the
crystallographic orientation of single crystals can greatly affect the modulus for an
anisotropic material like Li [40].
The principle technique for revealing microstructural information on the atomic
level is transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM). During TEManalysis, high energy
electrons bombard a thin sample and transmit through it to reveal microstructural
information about the sample, even at atomic resolution. Electron diffraction can
also be performed to investigate the crystal structure of small samples. TEM is par-
ticularly challenging to perform on Li because of Li’s extreme reactivity with air and
sensitivity to high-energy electron beams [92]. Conventional preparation methods
using polishing and FIB lift-out do not lend themselves to handling Li because Li
will quickly react with air at the thicknesses needed for electron transparent samples
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(< 1 µm for a low Z material like Li) [92]. Attempts to examine the microstruc-
ture of electrochemically cycled Li have had limited success because of challenges
with oxidation and beam sensitivity [92–94], allowing for only low magnification
observation in the TEM [95] and inconclusive microstructural observations [92, 96].
4.2 In-situ TEM
Typically, TEM analysis is performed on samples in the state they remain during
analysis. In-situ TEM is a valuable tool that can directly observe the dynamics of
samples under different conditions, including electrochemical cycling. For example,
Mehdi et al. [95] used an in-situmicrofluidic electrochemical TEMholder to directly
observe the plating and stripping of Li in a conventional liquid electrolyte. Thin
foils of solid-state thin film batteries fabricated using the FIB have been examined
using in-situ biasing in the TEM. These "nanobatteries" can be cycled by connecting
one electrode to a TEM grid and the other to a nanoprobe [97] or connecting both
electrodes to a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) device [98] to examine
solid-state transformations in the electrodes during cycling. No known study has
investigated the microstructure of Li deposited using in-situ TEM.
In-situ TEM techniques would allow for the transfer of Li metal into the TEM
chamber without air exposure by utilizing a thin cross section of a Li-free battery
as the sample. All the Li would be initially stored in the cathode, and the Li would
form in the TEM under high vacuumwhen the sample is charged, similar to the SEM
experiments. A thin cross-section of the Front Edge solid-state thin film battery was
carved with the FIB using standard TEM sample FIB lift out procedures. First, ion
beam induced-deposited (IBID) Pt was locally applied to the top of the sample to
protect the Cu and LiPON layers and to increase the thickness of the top conductive
layer. Next, a thin cross-section of the battery (IBID Pt/Cu/LiPON/LCO) was FIB
milled with Ga+ ions (30 kV unless otherwise noted) to about 25 µm wide and 14
µm deep and lifted out using a nanoprobe (Omniprobe). Instead of a TEM grid,
the samples were then moved to an E-chip (Protochips [99]), which was eventually
placed into the TEM holder. The E-chip is a Si chip with a trench at the edge and
patterned Au electrodes at either side of the trench that connect to larger electrodes
at the other end of the chip (see Figure 4.1(a, b)).
The sample is then placed down over the trench and electrically connected to the
electrodes using IBID Pt because IBID Pt is much more electrically conductive than
electron beam induced-deposited (EBID) Pt [98]. Some EBID Pt is occasionally
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used to help mechanically attach the sample to the chip, but there still needs to be an
electrically conductive pathway between the IBID Pt and the electrodes. While the
E-chips are designed to make this step as simple as possible, it is still more difficult
than standard FIB lift out. The difficulty arises for several reasons: the nanoprobe
must move close to the E-chip to place down the sample, while the probe can
easily touch the chip accidentally to prevent attachment. The orientation between
the chip and sample needs to align very closely, and attaching the sample parallel
to the substrate is more difficult due to the orientation of the FIB and Pt source.
Occasionally during the sample attachment-to-chip step, slight drifting would move
the chip relative to the sample and bend the connection between the sample and
probe, ruining the sample, as illustrated in Figure 4.1(d). Great care needed to be
taken to electrically connect the sample to the electrodes without any short circuit.
The whole length of the sample was thinned/cleaned after connection to the E-chip
to help prevent shorting from the redeposition of material from the earlier, larger
FIB cuts. To help prevent shorting between the Au electrodes across the trench from
the IBID Pt layer or LCO, notches were cut at 8 kV between the LCO and LiPON
and the Pt/Cu and LiPON; this should allow ion transport through LiPON to be the
only mechanism of current between the Au electrodes (Figure 4.1(c)). The sample
was then thinned to an electron transparent (∼100 nm) thickness at low voltage (8
kV) to reduce Ga+ damage. Once finished, the samples were immediately sealed in
a vacuum sealed bag, then transferred to an Ar-filled glovebox within 10 minutes.
Once the samples were attached to the E-chip and sufficiently thinned, they were
taken the TEM (JEOL JEM-ARM300F Grand ARM) at the University of Cali-
fornia, Irvine Materials Research Center (IMRI) and placed into the TEM holder
(Protochips Fusion). The samples were transferred into the TEM in under one
minute. Unfortunately, many samples fell off the E-chip at some point between
the FIB and the TEM. Once inside the TEM, the samples were charged at constant
current or voltage using a Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat. We expected the Li
to grow from the Cu/Pt layer, similar to how it grew in the SEM (Figure 3.1). Seven
lift out samples were attempted on five different days and all exhibited an unstable
electrical response. Figure 4.2(a, b) demonstrates that, for example, -12 V was
measured when applying 100 pA to a sample, and applying 5 V, 10 V, or -10 V all
resulted in a response of ∼ 1 µA.
The inconsistent electrical response is likely due to some high resistance shorting
happening across the cell, possibly from Ga+ damage of the LiPON layer and
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Figure 4.1: (a) The 4 Au electrodes surrounding the trench (center) on the E-chip.
(b) The entire E-chip contains 4 larger Au pads connected to the 4 electrodes in
(a). (c) Representative FIB lift out sample of the cell cross-section placed in the
green box in (a). The electrodes are connected with IBID Pt on both sides of the
trench. The anode side (Cu/Pt) is attached to the left electrode and the cathode side
(LCO) is connected to the right electrode in this configuration. The Cu layer lies
in between the IBID Pt and LiPON. (d) Example of a small drift moving the chip
into the probe during sample attachment. This bends the sample at a large angle,
preventing sample attachment.
redeposited material. It is difficult to remove redeposited material on the bottom
side of the sample where it lies on the chip and around the notches. One way to
potentially avoid the redeposition issue is to attach the sample to the E-chip in an
orientation 90° from previous attempts so that the layers of the cell line up parallel
to the trench (Figure 4.3(c)). This angle places each electrode on either side of
the trench. The orientation allows for direct cleaning of the LiPON layer that lies
completely in the trench; any short along the Cu/Pt or LCO layer will not short the
sample because the LiPON should be clear of redeposited material. However, the
lift out procedure in this orientation is much more difficult to perform. The thin
film battery must be oriented with its cross section facing up towards the electron
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Figure 4.2: Electrical response of a sample similar to the one shown in Figure 4.1(c).
(a) The current response under an applied voltage of 5 V, 10 V, and -10 V. (b) The
voltage response under an applied current of 100 pA.
beam to be seen by the FIB and electron beam and be reachable by the Pt needle
and nanoprobe, which are all orientated at different angles compared to the sample.
The relative views in the FIB and SEM, for example, are shown in Figure 4.3(a,b).
The cell was fractured with a razor blade in the glovebox and the remaining part of
the cell was attached to the edge of an SEM stub and placed vertically onto a 90°
SEM cube in the SEM chamber. To be observed in the TEM, the area where Li
will grow cannot lie over the E-chip (Figure 4.3(c)). The samples were therefore
attached partially over the edge of the sample above the electrodes, and IBID Pt
lines were used to connect the Au electrodes to the Cu/Pt and LCO. Unfortunately,
drifting again prohibited the successful attachment of the samples to the E-chips.
4.3 Cryo-EM
During this process, it was revealed that TEM on electrodeposited Li could be
successfully performed using cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) [92, 96].
This technique, originally developed for sensitive biological samples, allows the
investigation of samples that would otherwise not be stable at room temperature
under high vacuum and irradiation by high energy electron beams [92]. In cryo-
EM, both the sample preparation and imaging occurs at cryogenic temperatures.
Li et al. [92] electrodeposited Li onto a Cu TEM grid from a conventional liquid
electrolyte (1MLiPF6 in 1:1 ethylene carbonate / diethyl carbonate), then transferred
the Li in a sealed microcentrifuge tube with Ar into LN2 (Li does not react with
LN2). The Li was then moved to the TEM without air exposure, and the authors
successfully examined its microstructure using cryo-EM. However, the transfer of
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Figure 4.3: (a) View of sample being lifted out at a 90° orientation in the FIB.
(b) View of the sample at the same location with the SEM. Note the large angle in
between the two images; the sample must be at the very top edge of the SEM stage
to view both the SEM and FIB. (c) Sample laid down at the edge of an E-chip. The
Au electrodes are located at the bottom of the image. Part of the sample must lie off
the edge of the E-chip in order for some Li to be grown over vacuum in the TEM.
Li grown in a solid-state cell is more problematic because effective solid-to-solid
contact between a TEM grid and a solid electrolyte is more difficult than contact
with a liquid electrolyte.
The first, simple attempt to transfer the Li grown out of the solid-state thin film
cells was to gently scrape a carbon coated TEM grid on the cell after charging
in the glovebox, carbon side down. In the cryo-EM (FEI Talos Arctica), some
single crystalline particles were seen on the grid that did not resemble the Li
electrodeposited from the cells. To directly observe and attach the Li to a TEM grid,
FIB lift out can be performed. However, because of the reactivity of Li metal, the
samples need to be transferred into and out of the FIB without air exposure. Similar
to the operation of cryo-EM, a cryogenic focused ion beam (cryo-FIB) process can
be performed to transfer the Li samples while remaining entirely under Ar, LN2, or
vacuum. The cell is charged in the glovebox, then taped on top of Kapton tape (to
prevent short circuiting) onto the cryo-FIB transfer shuttle, shown in Figure 4.4(a).
Ag epoxy is applied to Cu tape attached to the top of the cell to electrically connect
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Figure 4.4: (a) Image of the cryo-FIB transfer shuttle with the cell and TEM grid
attached. The top of the cell is electrically connected to the shuttle with Ag epoxy
to mitigate drifting in the SEM/FIB. (b) A Li fiber lifted off the top of the cell with
the nanoprobe (top). The fiber is then moved to the TEM grid and attached with
IBID/EBID Pt (bottom). (c) A similar Li fiber seen in the cryo-EM surrounded by
ice crystals. The ice forms at the air / LN2 interface.
the cell to the shuttle to mitigate drifting in the SEM/FIB. The shuttle is sealed
under Ar in a polyethylene vial and polypropylene container (for extra protection)
and brought to the microscope, where the vial is opened under LN2. The cryo-FIB
transfer procedure directly transfers the shuttle from LN2 to vacuum, where it is then
transferred into the microscope chamber. Because cryogenic temperatures are only
needed for transfer, all procedures performed in the chamber are at room temperature.
At cryogenic temperatures, it would be difficult to apply beam-deposited Pt and there
would be a large temperature gradient with the non-cooled nanoprobe, so special
equipment would be needed in addition to the cryo-FIB equipment [100].
Individual Li fibers are located in the SEM and attached to the nanoprobe using
deposited Pt. The bottom of the fibers attached to the cell are milled away by the
FIB to lift out and attach them to posts of a TEM lift out semicircle grid (Figure
4.4(b)). The sample is then cooled down to -170 °C and removed under vacuum
and LN2, where it remains until transferred into the cryo EM. Unfortunately, many
fibers that were attached to the grid were lost before the samples reached the TEM,
probably from the transfer into LN2 or from handling the grid with tweezers. Figure
4.4(c) shows that the Li fibers seen in the TEM were covered in many ice crystals
and did not show a diffraction pattern; ice is commonly seen during cryo-EM, but
the fibers displayed an excessive amount of crystals. The lack of a supporting film
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on the grid may have concentrated the ice crystals. Many of cells used for cyro-FIB
self-discharged, where most of the Li was stripped from the surface of the cell before
the sample could be moved into the FIB. This limited the amount and quality of Li
fibers that could be lifted out from the cell.
We eventually discovered that a much simpler method is an effective approach to
transfer Li from the solid-state cell to the cryo-EM. To transfer the Li, the cell is
taped to a stainless steel disc in the glovebox (Figure 4.5 (a, i)). A 3mmCuTEMgrid
with a carbon support film is placed on the surface of the cell, carbon side down, as
shown in Figure 4.5 (a, ii)), and a 15.9 mm diameter polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
disc is placed on top of the grid (Figure 4.5 (a, iii)). Binder clips are clamped around
the whole assembly to apply stress to improve the contact between the grid and cell
(Figure 4.5 (b)). The PDMS is used to distribute the stress and to help improve
contact between the cell and grid. The cell was then charged at 4.1 V for 20 minutes
to plate Li out of the surface of the cell and onto the grid. After charging, the grid
was placed in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-sealed microcentrifuge tube. The
tube was placed in two polypropylene containers, one sealed with parafin film, and
an Al heat seal bag, all to protect the sample from atmosphere during transfer from
the glovebox to LN2. All containers were baked under vacuum at 80 °C for 5 hours
before introduction into the glovebox. At the TEM facility (IMRI), the tube was
quickly placed into LN2 and once cool, the tube was opened with tweezers under
LN2 and the grid was removed. The grid was moved under LN2 into the TEM holder
and was transferred into the LN2-cooled TEM (JEOL JEM-2100F TEM, 200 kV) in
∼1 second. The grid was immersed under LN2 for about 10 minutes in total. Bright
field (BF) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) images were obtained using
an electron dose of ∼4 e Å −2 s−1.
4.4 Microstructure of Electrodeposited Li via Cryo-EM
Figure 4 shows TEM analysis and an SAED pattern of a representative 436 nm
diameter Li pillar. This SAED pattern in Figure 4.6(b) corresponds to a body-
centered cubic (bcc) crystal structurewith a [311] zone axis (see the overlaid standard
diffraction pattern in black); the experimental and standard patters are in good
agreement, with a slight discrepancy attributable to small misalignments from the
exact Bragg condition. The SAED diffraction spots that do not correspond with Li
arose from a non-Li crystal on the fiber surface (see the small black spot on Figure
4.6(a)). The pillar contains lines, likely surface features (see Figure 3.1(c)) parallel
to the pillar axis and some fibers are kinked (see Figure 4.7). The measured lattice
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Figure 4.5: (a) Top view of the cell assembly to transfer Li to a TEM grid. (i) The
cell mounted to a stainless steel disc. (ii) A Cu TEM grid with a carbon support film
placed on the surface of the cell. (iii) The whole assembly with the PDMS disc and
binder clips around the the entire stack. (b) Side view schematic of the assembly.
parameter from the SAED pattern is 3.47 Å, which is close to the lattice parameter
of Li (3.49 Å) at ∼110 K [101]. Figure 4.6(c) shows a high-resolution image of the
crystal with parallel lattice planes, spaced at 2.4 Å, which is (within the error of the
measurement) consistent with the {110} interplanar in Li, 2.47 Å.
The morphology of electrodeposited Li grown from a SE into a vacuum here led to
similar observations as in the cryo-EM liquid electrolyte study [92]: faceted single
crystalline Li fibers of 200-700 nm diameters with occasional kinks (cf. Figure
4.7 and Figure 4 in [92]). In a liquid electrolyte cell, Li ions are supplied to the
electrode surface through an SEI layer and reduced at the electrode/SEI interface to
form Li metal. In our solid-state battery, Li ions are reduced at the LiPON/electrode
interface directly to leave a pristine Li metal surface, yet both deposition methods
produce similar morphologies. The {110} planes are the planes with the lowest
surface energy in Li [102], so a single crystal with a large surface area of {110}
planes can approach the minimum overall energy state. The lack of SEI allows the
pristine Li surface to be exposed and form a faceted single crystal.
The grid-on-cell method to transfer the Li into the TEM in this work only allowed the
fiber or pillar-like Li to be observed, likely because most of the sphere-like Li grew
near the topographical minima and were not in contact with the grid. We expect
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Figure 4.6: (a) BF image of a representative electrodeposited Li pillar (436 nm di-
ameter) showing surface striations and a dark crystal. Inset shows the corresponding
SAED pattern collected from the rectangle on the BF image along a [311] zone axis.
(b) Measured SAED pattern (green) overlaid on the standard diffraction pattern for
bcc crystal taken along a [311] zone axis (black). Blue ∗s refer to diffraction from
the dark non-Li crystal on the fiber. (c) High-resolution TEM image that shows lat-
tice fringes with a spacing of 2.4 Å that corresponds to the distance between {110}
planes in Li. The relatively strong background of the carbon film and bending of
the fiber prevent the observation of more fringes.
Figure 4.7: BF images of two kinked Li fibers viewed in the TEM. The diameters
in the middle of the images are 263 nm (left) and 423 nm (right).
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the sphere-like Li to be polycrystalline, as a sphere would not allow a single crystal
to minimize its surface energy. The Li in the TEM was charged potentiostatically
and the Li used for nanomechanical experiments was charged galvanostatically;
the same morphologies were observed in the SEM for both constant potential and
current charging. Potentiostatic charging increased the probability of successful Li
transfer to the grid.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In-situ TEM was investigated as a method to introduce Li metal into the TEM
chamber wihtout air exposure. To also prevent beam sensitivity issues with Li,
cryo-EM was ultimately utilized to successfully probe the microstructure of Li
electrodeposited through a solid electrolyte. The Li was transferred into the TEM
by charging the cell in contact with a TEMgrid with pressure applied by binder clips.
The microstructure of Li fibers was determined to be single crystalline, similar to
that discovered in cryo-EM of Li deposited in conventional liquid electrolytes.
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C h a p t e r 5
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LI ELECTRODEPOSITED
THROUGH A SOLID ELECTROLYTE
Adapted from
1. Citrin, M. A., Yang, H., Nieh, S. K., Berry, J., Gao, W., Pan, X., Srolovitz, D.
J., & Greer, J. R. From Ion-to-Atom-to-Dendrite: Formation and Nanomechanical
Behavior of Electrodeposited Lithium. (In preparation).
The previous chapters examined the formation and microstructure of Li electrode-
posited from thin film solid-state cell. Once the Li is formed in the SEM chamber,
mechanical experiments can be performed on individual Li deposits. This chapter
will address the mechanical response of these samples and its context within the
framework small scale plasticity.
5.1 Young’s Modulus and Strength
A small fraction of the Li pillars that grew from the thin film solid-state cells
(fewer than 1 in 5,000 Li deposits) had aspect ratios of 3:1 – 5:1 and were oriented
perpendicular to the substrate. These pillars were amenable to in-situ uniaxial
compression experiments. Figure 5.1(a) shows successive SEM images of a typical
pillar compression experiment for a 520 nm diameter, 2.26 µm tall pillar tested
at a nominal strain rate of ∼ 1x 10−3 s−1. The load-displacement data for tests
conducted at a prescribed (fixed) loading rate consistently showed less noise than
those at a prescribed fixed displacement (strain) rate (Figure 5.2). The engineering
stress-strain data (stress obtained by dividing the load by the initial area, assuming
a circular cross-section, and the displacement by the initial length) and the dynamic
contact stiffness (the instantaneous contact stiffness between the pillar and indenter
tip), are shown in Figure 5.1(b, c, d).
The stress-strain data reveal that the pillars first deformed elastically, yielded at a
strain of 1-3% (point 2 in 5.1(b)), and hardened at a near constant rate of 170 MPa.
The yield strength (measured as the highest stress prior to the 0.2% strain offset line
— see 5.1(c) inset) from this measurement was σy = 21.7 MPa. The stress-strain
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Figure 5.1: (a) SEM images during a uniaxial compression experiment on a 520 nm
diameter, 2.26 µm-tall electrodeposited Li pillar at an effective strain rate of 1x10−3
s−1. The numbers in (a) correspond to the strains in the stress-strain curve in (b).
Inset shows the determination of the 0.2% strain offset yield stress. (c) A sketch of
a pillar with input variables defined to calculate engineering stress and strain . (d)
The dynamic stiffness vs. engineering strain measured by CSM. The yellow curve
is a running average of the raw data over 0.005 strain. A video of this experiment is
shown as Supplementary Video 1.
curve during elastic deformation was commonly noisy, with occasional short strain
bursts 0.3% – see Figure 5.3. Upon loading beyond 9% strain, the contact stiffness
increased to 426 N/m, attributable to the indenter tip contacting other (out-of-view)
Li deposits.
Uniaxial compression experiments were performed on 11 pillars with diameters
between 360 nm and 759 nm. We used dynamic contact stiffness between the
indenter tip and the pillar using CSM to determine the Young’s modulus, E. CSM
measures kmeasured , the dynamic contact stiffness between the Li pillar and the
indenter tip, which relates to the elastic modulus by:
E = kmeasured
Lp
Ap
(5.1)
where Lp is the instantaneous length and Ap is the instantaneous area of the pillar.
Lp is calculated from the CSM data of the pillar with an initial length of L0 and
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Figure 5.2: (a) Load vs. depth and (b) stress vs. strain for a representative pillar
with a diameter of 520 nm at a prescribed constant load-rate of 0.5 µN/s compared
with a representative pillar with a diameter of 721 nm at a prescribed constant
displacement rate of 3 nm/s (0.0015 s−1). The noise in the data is much greater with
the prescribed constant displacement rate.
circular cross-sectional area using:
Lp = L0 − (utot − Pkmeasured ) (5.2)
where utot is the total displacement measured by the indenter and P is the applied
load.
With an assumption of volume conservation during deformation [50], Ap can be
calculated as:
Ap =
A0L0
Lp
(5.3)
The modulus is then calculated as:
ELi = ( 1kmeasured ) − CSneddon)
−1 Lp
2
A0L0
(5.4)
where CSneddon is the contact compliance of a cylindrical punch into an elastic
half-space. Further details can be found in Reference [103] and section 5.2.
To calculate the theoretical dynamic stiffness of the pillar, a similar approach is taken
in the reverse direction, with the modulus as an input and the dynamic stiffness as
an output. The instantaneous length of the pillar can be calculated as:
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Figure 5.3: Example of a strain burst on the order of 0.3% strain being added to the
strain offset to determine yield stress for a Li pillar.
Lp =
EA0L0
2P
(1 −
√
1 − 4 P
EA0L0
(L0 − utot)) (5.5)
The theoretical stiffness is then simply calculated as:
ktheoretical =
EA0L0
Lp2
(5.6)
Further details can be found in Reference [50]. Due to the large noise in the
CSM data, a suitable part of the dynamic stiffness needs to be chosen for the elastic
modulus calculation. This region is after the pillar is in full contact with the indenter
tip and the dynamic stiffness is relatively flat. The theoretical stiffness is used to
check where the pillar deviates from the expected stiffness. The theoretical and
measured stiffnesses will match in the region chosen for the modulus calculations
because the inputs of the theoretical stiffness include the modulus calculated from
the measured dynamic stiffness. A region between 50 and 150 nm is chosen and
an average value is used with a low-pass filter to remove a few extraneously large
stiffness data points. The CSM data produced moduli of 6.76 ± 2.88 GPa (± is the
standard deviation).
Using the data from all 11 samples, we find a yield strength of σy = 16.0 ± 6.82
MPa, a maximum compressive stress of 43.2 ± 17.0 MPa (the largest measured
stress was 69.4 MPa — likely an overestimate because of contact of the indenter
tip with other Li particles), and a hardening slope of 410 ± 251 MPa. We did
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not find any systematic relationship between the yield stress and pillar diameter.
SEM micrographs of the post-mortem pillar morphology did not reveal clear slip
offsets such as those observed in other uniaxial compression tests of FIB-carved
metallic samples [40, 43, 52, 103]; all pillars showed widening of the pillar tops
during deformation in a barreling or extrusion-like manner, more similar to the
deformation of other low-Tm metals [104, 105]. Videos of the deformation process
(Supplementary Video 1-3, all as 10x speed) demonstrate that these stress-strain
signatures were consistent across all samples, with some increase in stress after
yielding and attaining a maximum load at strains of 10-15%. The deformation of all
samples was relatively homogeneous (no visible slip offsets) with localized plastic
deformation towards the top half of the samples.
5.2 Mechanical Response in Context
The size and the geometry of the Li nano-pillars that form during electrochemical
charging in this work were small compared with those commonly used for uniaxial
nanomechanical experiments, i.e., 0.2-5 µm [40, 49–51, 53, 54, 104]. The cylindrical
pillar geometry and uniaxial deformation geometry allowed simple calculation of
engineering stress and strain, represented in Fig. 5(c), from the measured load P and
uniaxial length change, ∆l: σeng = p/A0 and εeng = ∆l/l0 . In the last decade, the
majority of such nanomechanical experiments have been performed on cylindrical
pillars carved from a film or a bulk material using the FIB (a subtractive process)
[43]. Such experiments and simulations show a “smaller is stronger” effect, often
described by Equation 1.4.
Uniaxial compression experiments on individual nanostructures fabricated without
the use of the FIB are relatively uncommon and have material limitations, e.g. elec-
trodeposition into molds (Au [50], Cu [51]), catalyst-controlled vapor deposition
(ZnO [106]), and directional solidification (Mo alloys [44]). Themechanical proper-
ties and deformation of these types of samples appear to be dependent on fabrication
method and do not always exhibit a size effect. For example, the pristine, direc-
tionally solidified single crystalline Mo fibers exhibited theoretical strength with
no dependence on size [44], while single crystalline Cu pillars electroplated into
a template show the same size scaling as FIB-milled single crystalline fcc pillars
[51]. A common signature of uniaxial compression experiments on single crystal
metallic micro- and nano-pillars fabricated using both subtractive and additive tech-
niques is the presence of multiple rapid, stochastic strain bursts in the stress-strain
response (corresponding to the operation of discrete dislocation sources that pro-
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duce dislocation avalanches over a strain of ∼1-5% with a power law distribution
[107, 108]).
The stress-strain compression data in this work (Figure 5.1) appears to be smoother
and contains fewer abrupt strain bursts characteristic of the deformation of FIB-
fabricated single crystalline Li micro-pillars (e.g., see Figure 1 in [40] and other
bcc pillars of similar diameters [53]). The discrete events in our experiments oc-
curred over seconds, 3-4 orders of magnitude slower than the typical fast strain
bursts in FIB-milled samples [43]. This slower time scale suggests that the de-
formation mechanism in the electrodeposited Li pillars may be associated with
thermally activated processes (e.g., surface reconstruction, dislocation climb, dis-
location cross-slip, and/or Nabarro-Herring creep-like deformation [64, 69]) rather
than rapid dislocation avalanches. We also discovered that the load-displacement
data contained substantial high-frequency background noise and oscillations (Sup-
plementary Videos 1-3) that probably stem from the ungrounded indenter tip and
the very small applied loads, on the order of 10 µN, which required extra precautions
when analyzing and interpreting the data.
For example, the compression experiment videos (Supplementary Videos 1-3) show
stochastic lateral motion of the indenter tip during compression on the time scale of
seconds for all samples. This is likely due to an electrostatic effect caused by the
connection of the cell to the potentiostat during mechanical compression, and has
a negligible effect on the mechanical data. The motion does not correlate with any
mechanical response andwas not visible on any other sample in our instrument, none
of which had an electrical connection outside the chamber (SupplementaryVideos 1,
2). Besides these general common characteristics, some samples underwent minor
strain excursions, an example of which can be seen at 4% strain in Figure 5.4 for the
622 nm diameter sample.
While all experiments were performed under a nominal strain rate of ∼ 1x10−3
(see Figure 2.6), our experiments revealed that the load-displacement data for tests
conducted under a prescribed fixed loading rate consistently showed less noise than
those at a prescribed fixed displacement (strain) rate. The latter contained large
fluctuations in load, usually between 1 and 5 µN, that do not correlate with the
corresponding mechanical response (Supplementary Video 3) and that were likely
caused by an extra feedback loop in the indenter system, which is inherently load
controlled (Figure 5.2). Beyond these load fluctuations in the post-yield, the general
signature of the mechanical behavior, as well as the elastic modulus and the yield
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Figure 5.4: (a) SEM snapshots during a uniaxial compression experiment at an ef-
fective strain rate of 1x10−3 s−1 on a a 622 nmdiameter, 2.42 µm tall electrodeposited
Li pillar. The green box shows the Li particle that starts to contact the pillar at point
4. The number in the top left corner of each image corresponds to the displacements
(b) and strains (c) indicated in the load vs. displacement and engineering stress
vs. engineering strain curve, respectively. The inset shows the location of the 0.2%
strain offset yield stress. (d) The dynamic stiffness vs. engineering strain measured
using CSM. The yellow curve is a running average of the raw data over 0.005 strain.
strength, under these two different loading conditions is very similar.
We have observed the tip touching a thin Li fiber bent at roughly 60°. The tip
still has the lateral motion while the indenter bends the Li fiber further down, but
negligible load is measured until the tip contacts a vertically oriented Li pillar,
which is expected (Figure 5.5). The tip does not move in this manner when it is
not in contact with the sample; the lateral movement of the tip does not correspond
to any feature of the mechanical data. We therefore believe this movement has an
insignificant effect on the mechanical response.
We measured the moduli using CSM because the extent of plastic deformation
in the electrodeposited Li pillars renders the unloading slope inappropriate for
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Figure 5.5: (a) The indenter tip touching a thin Li fiber at an angle, denoted by
the green box at the left side of the indenter tip. (b) The corresponding points
on the load-displacement curve. The load is negligible before the pillar starts to
be compressed right after point 2. Between points 1 and 2, lateral motion of the
indenter tip is still observed.
determining the Young’s modulus. Additional elastic compliances of the substrate
were accounted for by treating the pillar as an elastic circular punch indenting into
an elastic half space of LiPON [50]. Sneddon [109] first described the contact
compliance, CSneddon, of this process as:
CSneddon =
√
pi(1 − ν2)
2ELiPON
√
Ap
(5.7)
where ν is the Poisson’s ratio of Li (0.362 [73]) and Ap is the instantaneous plastic
area of the pillar, which can be approximated as the initial area of the pillar A0.
Since LiPON is an amorphous ceramic, it can be taken as elastically isotropic, so
ELiPON is the measured elastic modulus of LiPON, 77 GPa [110]. The Sneddon
compliance is multiplied by the load and subtracted from the displacement. The
Sneddon correction will slightly increase the measured stiffness and modulus of the
material. This correction is small (< 2%) because the Young’s modulus of LiPON
is significantly higher than that of Li in all crystallographic orientations [40, 110].
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The average measured Young’s modulus of the single crystalline electroplated Li
pillars was determined to be 6.76 ± 2.88 GPa, consistent with the 5.28 GPa reported
for uniaxially compressed single crystalline (FIB milled) Li pillars [40] and 9.8 GPa
measured via nanoindentation on single grains of thermally evaporated polycrys-
talline Li thin films [73], both in a variety of crystallographic orientations. The
anisotropic Young’s modulus of single crystalline Li varies from 3.00 GPa in the
<100> direction to 21.2 GPa in the <111> direction [40, 111]; the large standard
deviation in the measured elastic modulus (43%) is likely due this substantial elastic
anisotropy of Li and from the noise in dynamic contact stiffness data at the µN loads
(Figure 5.1(c)).
Unlike the modulus, which is largely microstructure and size-independent, post-
yield deformation and mechanical properties of metals are a strong function of
microstructure: crystal structure, grain size, dislocation density, porosity, impurity
concentration, etc. The measured yield stresses of electrodeposited Li varied from
4.99 MPa (729 nm diameter pillar) to 26.0 MPa (622 nm diameter pillar). These
values are on average 24× larger than the 0.66 MPa reported for bulk polycrystalline
Li; with the strongest pillar in this work being 39× stronger [56, 66, 69–71]. We
determined the out-of-plane crystallographic orientations of each sample using the
modulus calculated fromCSMdata, and used them to calculate the resolved strengths
as:
τRes = σy cos φcosλ (5.8)
where τres is the strength resolved onto the {110}<111> slip system, σy is the yield
stress, φ is the angle between σy and the normal to the slip plane, and λ is the
angle between σy and the slip direction. Table 5.1 contains the results of these
calculations.
The calculations revealed the average resolved shear strength to be 6.95 ± 2.82
MPa. This ∼41% standard deviation in strength cannot be explained by the elastic
anisotropy of Li. Some factors that could contribute to this broad range of strengths
include differences in sample morphology driven by the kinetics of electrodepo-
sition, variations in defect density and distribution, surface energy state and flaw
distribution, the low homologous temperature (T/Tm, Tm = melting temperature)
of Li during room temperature experiments, and variations in the cross-sectional
geometry, which could substantially change the measured stress.
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Diameter Modulus Orientation Schmid Yield Resolved
(nm) (GPa) Factor Strength Strength
(cos φcosλ) (MPa) (MPa)
709 4.88 <311> 0.445 6.38 2.84
613 11.3 <221> 0.408 10.94 4.47
515 3.41 <410> 0.480 14.54 6.98
546 9.15 <110> 0.408 24.8 10.12
759 6.94 <320> 0.471 17.5 8.24
729 8.23 <110> 0.471 4.99 2.04
721 5.06 <311> 0.408 13.5 6.01
678 11.3 <221> 0.408 26.0 10.61
622 4.92 <311> 0.445 18.0 8.02
520 3.27 <100> 0.408 21.7 8.86
359 5.92 <421> 0.486 17.1 8.31
Table 5.1: Mechanical data for all pillar samples. The orientation is estimated
using the measured modulus and is used to calculate the Schmid factor and resolved
strength, as shown in 5.8.
When calculating the area to convert force to stress, we measure the diameter
of the pillars in the SEM and convert to area assuming a circular cross-section.
However, it is possible that the pillars do not have circular cross-sections due to
any faceting on the pillars. The faceted Li fibers seen in cryo-SEM by Li et al.
[92] are triangular, hexagonal, and rectangular with a 2:1 aspect ratio. Using these
geometries, the difference in cross-sectional area can be calculated by assuming
a constant diameter, defined as the largest distance perpendicular to the electron
beam. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the largest and smallest area for each cross-sectional
geometry. Only the large aspect ratio rectangular cross-section shows a large (>30%)
difference in area, but in our images, we did not observe these geometries. We only
observed close to circular or triangular cross-sections, and thus the effect of cross-
sectional geometry is < 30%.
Such a non-negligible spread in yield strength is not uncommon in small-scale pillar
experiments because they are susceptible to common small experimental artifacts,
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Figure 5.6: Possible Li cross-sections, shown with a constant diameter in red. All
areas are normalized to a circle of unit area.
like small misalignments between the indenter tip and the sample, differences in
microstructure and defect content among samples, and the stochastic nature of their
deformation, all of which would be negligible in similar macroscopic experiments
[112, 113]. The large standard deviation in strength in slightly pre-strained Mo
pillars of 37%, for instance, was attributed to a spatially inhomogeneous dislocation
distribution [114]. In a similar material to Li, 560 nm diameter electroplated-
into-template In pillars, containing at most a few grains and whose homologous
temperature of 0.69 at 298 K is close to that of Li, had a similar relative standard
deviation in their average yield strength: 40.8 ± 18.5 MPa [104].
All small-scale single-crystalline Li samples — regardless of size and fabrication
route and testing techniques—consistently exhibit strengths that are a factor of about
10 to 100x higher thanwhat has been reported for bulk polycrystalline Li [40, 64, 65].
The yield strength of FIB-milled 1 µm diameter Li pillars was reported to be 105
MPa and decreased in a power law fashion as σ ∼ D−0.68 for larger samples [40].
The enhanced strength can be explained in the framework of dislocation starvation,
where mobile dislocations are annihilated at the surface during deformation and
dislocations are nucleated at single-arm sources or surfaces [40, 43]. The yield
stresses of electrodeposited Li in this work are over an order of magnitude lower than
those reported for the FIB-carved single-crystalline Li pillars. The -0.68 power law
scalingwould predict the∼700 nm diameter electroplated pillars in this work to yield
at∼240MPa, which is 15x larger than themeasured∼16MPa. Nanoindentation into
5-18 µm thick thermally evaporated Li films with a Berkovich tip revealed a peak of
40 MPa in the average hardness at an indentation depth of 360 nm, which decreased
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to 22 MPa at 1 µm under a load rate of ÛP/P = 0.05 s−1 [64, 65, 73]. The authors
attributed the peak in hardness to a transition from diffusion-mediated to dislocation-
mediated plastic flow. This peak hardness obtained using nanoindentation at a depth
of∼360 nm is 2.5x higher than the average yield stressmeasured for the electroplated
Li pillars (360-759 nm diameter), a difference similar to the Tabor factor. The
deforming volume, which ranges from 0.18 to 1.4 µm3 for the pillars and ∼1 µm3 at
360 nm depth for nanoindentation, is also similar in both cases.
The plot in Fig. 7 places the yield stresses of the single crystalline electrodeposited
Li nano-pillars into the strength vs. size parameter space for Li and reveals three
key observations: (1) no obvious size effect over the range of diameters studied, (2)
24× higher strengths than bulk [56, 66, 69–71] and a factor of 16 lower than the
theoretical tensile strength of Li, (σLi
<100>,theo = 253 MPa [115]), and (3) similar
strengths observed between the electrodeposited pillars and single grains within
Li thin films probed via nanoindentation at similar deforming volumes, over an
order of magnitude lower than the strengths of FIB-produced Li pillars at similar
dimensions. These findings are in contrast to virtually every study on uniaxial
compression of single crystalline metallic nano- and micro-pillars, which either
reported the existence of a power law size effect (smaller is stronger for FIB-milled
and electroplated samples [40, 43, 49–51, 53, 54, 103, 116]) or no size effect
and close-to-theoretical strengths (for pristine nanopillars produced by directional
solidification [44, 112]). Little control over the size and orientation of individual
pillars, a limited range of sizes, and a dearth of samples oriented favorably for
mechanical experiments after charging render this lack of size effect inconclusive.
The larger pillars (D = 678 to 759 nm) had an average strength of 13.7 MPa and
the smaller pillars (D = 359 to 622 nm) had an average strength of 17.8 MPa;
these values are substantially below the theoretical strength of Li (253 MPa [115]),
which suggests that the electrodeposited samples are not pristine nanowires despite
the faceted morphology. The relatively high standard deviation is consistent with
37% observed in single crystalline directionally solidified Mo pillars over a similar
dimensional range [114].
These profound differences in the compressive strengths of Li pillars with similar
dimensions suggests that the electrochemical cycling conditions, the surface energy
state, and/or the microstructure of the deposited materials may play a significant role
on their mechanical response and robustness. One significant distinction among the
three types of samples discussed above (FIB-milled, nanoindentation, electrodepo-
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Figure 5.7: Parameter space for strength vs. size for Li of various form factors,
dimensions, microstructures, and fabrication techniques. The gray region repre-
sents data for FIB-carved Li micro-pillars from [40]; the blue region represents
the strengths estimated from nanoindentation under a load rate of ÛP/P = 0.05
s−1 from [64, 65] using the Tabor factor, and the green bar corresponds to the re-
ported strengths of bulk polycrystalline Li based on [56, 66, 69–71]. The theoretical
strength is taken from [115].
sition) is likely the atomic density and the energy state of the sample surfaces: the
surfaces of the FIB-fabricated Li pillars were created by etching the surrounding
material with high-energy (30kV) Ga+ ions; such irradiation can elevate the surface
energy by 0.014 eV per atom [117] and induce atomic arrangements on the surface
into a far-from-equilibrium state [117, 118]. For example, a 2-3% increase in free
volume at the surface due to Ga+ FIB irradiation can induce ductility in nano-sized
metallic glass structures [118, 119]. Ga also readily alloys with Li at room tem-
perature [120], potentially passivating the surface of the pillar, which can prevent
dislocation annihilation at free surfaces and cause an increase in yield strength by
creating a barrier for plasticity [121]. At the homologous temperature of 0.66 at 298
K, some of this damage may have been recovered by room temperature annealing,
which could suppress dislocation nucleation at the surfaces and is consistent with
the observed size effect even at diameters close to 10 µm [40, 65, 86].
During nanoindentation, the volume of material probed is deformed inhomoge-
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neously with large stress/strain gradients, potentially leading to larger plasticity at
the very tip of the indenter vs. elsewhere in the deforming volume. There are no
free surfaces around the deformed volume, in contrast to nanopillars, so dislocations
cannot annihilate or nucleate at these surfaces [50]. The Li nano-pillars studied in
this work were deposited electrochemically, by applying a bias and driving Li-ion
transport from LCO through a solid LiPON electrolyte to the LiPON/Cu interface,
where the ions reduced, and Li grew into high vacuum. The electrodeposition is
unconstrained (without a template); this lack of lateral boundary conditions and
ion bombardment (as in the FIB-milled case) results in a closer-to-equilibrium
material microstructure - single crystalline samples with faceted morphology and
thermodynamically-favored surface orientations. The kinetics of Li transport during
growth leads to an overall more relaxed surface energy state and large variations in
strength compared to a template-set geometry for all samples [51, 116]. The elec-
troplated samples are particularly susceptible to morphological variations because
electrodeposition is a kinetically-driven process, which leads to different surface
energy states compared with ion-milled surfaces [118, 119].
5.3 Possible Strengthening Mechanisms
The electrodeposited Li pillars in this work have a close-to-equilibrium microstruc-
ture, with naturally formed faceted morphology and thermodynamically-favored
surface orientations. The energy state of such surfaces is close to the lowest energy
state, which can be 0.014 eV per atom lower than that of irradiated surfaces for
the same material [117]. Theoretical computations by Zhu et al. [122] demon-
strated that during deformation, the edges adjoining crystallographic facets serve as
energetically favorable sites for partial dislocation nucleation during compression,
which drives incipient plasticity in these types of nano-sized samples. Jennings et
al. [123] built upon this theory and demonstrated through experiments and the-
ory that the activation volume of ∼10b3 for surface dislocation source initiation in
single crystalline Cu nano-pillars with 75 to 500 nm diameters electroplated into a
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) template remains constant for all sample sizes,
which may help explain the invariance of strength with size.
Jennings et al. [123] demonstrated this effect by investigating the strength of these
Cu pillars as a function of their diameter and deformation strain rate and found that
below a critical transition diameter, which scales with strain rate, the flow stress
deviates from power law strengthening with further size reduction and becomes
insensitive to size (see Figure 4 in [123]). For example, at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1,
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this critical strengthening-to-constant strength transition diameter is ∼150 nm and
at a strain rate of 10−1 s−1, it is ≤ 75 nm, which highlights thermal vs. athermal
processes that contribute to deformation.
Below this transition diameter, the deformation mechanism was attributed to dis-
location starvation followed by dislocation nucleation at the surface of the pillars
to accommodate plasticity [123]. The implicit formulation of stress that accounts
for thermal (strain rate, temperature) and athermal (collective dislocation dynamics,
etc.) activation processes is:
σ = σa − kBT
Ω
ln
kBTNν0
E ÛεΩ (5.9)
whereσ is themost probable stress that a dislocationwill nucleate,σa is the athermal
strength, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, Ω is the activation volume,
N is the number of equivalent surface nucleation sites, ν0 is the attempt frequency,
E is the elastic modulus, and Ûε is the strain rate [123]. In this nucleation-governed
regime, there is a strong temperature dependence, T lnT , of the nucleation stress.
It is reasonable to estimate the critical temperature of Li, defined as the temper-
ature above which the Peierls barrier becomes negligible, to be lower than room
temperature, because it is commonly 0.1-0.2 Tm [52, 53]. One characteristic of bcc
metals is that the mobilities of screw and edge dislocations below this temperature
are distinct, with screw dislocations being 10× slower than edges [124]; above the
transition temperature, their mobilities become equal during plastic deformation,
and the dislocations are able to easily move through the potential energy landscape
[40, 52, 53] 21,34,62. Equation 5.9 indicates that dislocation sources are activated
more easily at higher homologous temperatures, which implies that Li (bcc) has a
greater transition length scale compared with Cu (at 298 K, T/Tm = 0.22) [123]. As
a first approximation, the activation energy for surface dislocation nucleation scales
with temperature as:
Q(σ, t) = (1 − T/Td)Q0(σ) (5.10)
where Q(σ, t) is the activation free energy for dislocation nucleation as a function
of stress and temperature, Td is the surface disordering temperature, and Q0(σ) is
the activation energy on a zero-T potential energy landscape [122]. The surface
disordering temperature scales with Tm [125]; if Td is estimated as 0.75 Tm [125],
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then Q(σ, t) for surface dislocation nucleation in Li would be ∼0.2 that of Cu
for a given Q0(σ). The direct relation between activation energy and transition
diameter is complex andwould require uniaxial compression experiments at different
diameters and strain rates to experimentallymeasure. As an example, if the transition
diameter scales linearly with the activation energy, then the transition diameter for
Li deformed at ∼10−3 s−1 would be ∼750 nm, which would place almost all the
electrochemically grown sub-micron-diameter Li nano-pillars in this work below
the critical transition length scale (one sample had a 759 nm diameter) and lead
to size-invariant strength [123]. This line of reasoning suggests that the most
probable deformation mechanism of electrochemically grown Li nano-pillars is
surface dislocation nucleation, which explains the lack of size effect in these samples
and a strength between bulk Li and the micron sized FIB-carved pillars.
Even though the electrodeposited Li pillars contain pristine and thermodynamically-
favored surfaces, their strengthwas over an order ofmagnitude lower than theoretical
strength. This is likely due to defects / dislocations in the internal microstructure.
Both faceted surfaces and a dislocation-free internal microstructure was needed
to reach close to theoretical strength in Mo pillars [44, 112] and Cu whiskers
[126], while heavy prestraining to induce dislocation formation was found to reduce
strength about 10x [114]. Due to the kinetically-driven process of electrodeposition,
the Li pillars in this work are unlikely to be defect-free [116, 127], especially with a
stress of 0.1-1 GPa potentially being applied to the Li before it fractures through the
Cu layer[72]. There may also be chemical impurities in the Li that prevent a pristine
internal microstructure; chemical identification was not available in the in-situ SEM
instrument or cryo-EM.
The lack of stochastic strain bursts and visible slip offsets in the deformed pil-
lars, which are observed ubiquitously in nearly all nanomechanical experiments on
micron- and sub-micron single crystalline metals, as well as the high homologous
temperature of room-temperature experiments, suggests the operation of another
deformation mechanism in electroplated Li pillars, in addition to dislocation glide.
These include high-homologous temperature processes, i.e. creep-like deformation,
such as dislocation climb and cross-slip [40, 104] and diffusive deformation in the
bulk or at the surface [64]. The post-mortem morphology of electroplated Li pillars
is similar to that of electroplated In (containing at most a few grains) [104] and single
crystalline Sn [105] pillars, whose homologous temperatures at 298 K are also high
(0.69 and 0.59, respectively), characterized by extrusion-like plastic flow with less
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localized slip, the absence of any size effect (for In pillars), and a large scatter in
strength. Similar homogenous deformation also describes the FIB carved Li pillars
deformed at 363 K, whose yield strength of 35 MPa for 1 µm diameter samples is
somewhat similar to that of the electrodeposited Li pillars in this work deformed at
298 K [40]. A transition from deformation dominated by glide to more creep-like
deformation may explain the 5-26 MPa strength range of the electrodeposited Li.
These deformation processes are also a strong function of strain rate. The electrode-
posited Li pillars were deformed at a slightly lower strain rate ∼ 1x10−3 s−1 than
the FIB-carved pillars 5x10−3 s−1 [40]. Nanoindentation into evaporated Li films
was performed at strain rates from ÛP/P = 0.05 s−1 to 1 s−1, in addition to 12.5
µN/s; the maximum hardness revealed during indentation increased with strain rate,
from 40 to 90 MPa [64, 65]. Because of the complicated strain gradients created by
nanoindentation, it is difficult to obtain an equivalent uniaxial strain rate. Only the
lowest strain rate (0.05 s−1) was used to compare between all three small-scale Li
mechanical experiments on Figure 5.7 due to the high strain rate sensitivity. Surface
dislocation nucleation is also sensitive to strain rate, with larger strain rates de-
creasing the thermal contribution in Equation 5.9 to allow for larger stresses before
a transition to surface dislocation nucleation-mediated deformation [123]. At the
bulk scale, the flow stress of polycrystalline Li has been shown to increase from∼0.5
MPa to ∼0.8 MPa by increasing the strain rate from 4x10−5 s−1 to 3x10−3 s−1 due to
power-law creep [69]. Strain rate is a critical parameter to consider during battery
performance as it is proportional to current density for a uniform layer or pillar of
Li [69]. Altogether, the different deformation mechanisms for Li at different length
scales are all sensitive to strain rate, re-emphasizing the importance of strain rate
and current density to the mechanical response of Li during battery operation.
The peak strength of thermally evaporated Li thin films probed via nanoindenta-
tion at a load rate of ÛP/P = 0.05 s−1, estimated using the Tabor factor, is ∼83%
of the yield strength of the electrodeposited Li pillars at a similar deforming vol-
ume [64, 65, 73]. Thermally evaporated Li and electrodeposited Li have different
microstructures, defect content, and dislocation densities due to differences in the
deposition processes, but are both formed under kinetically driven conditions. They
are more similar to one another compared with Li formed via melting and slow
recrystallization, which is a closer-to-equilibrium process[127, 128]. Unlike the
electrodeposited pillars examined here, the single crystal FIB-milled pillars were
carved out of large individual grains formed from melting and slowly cooling to
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room temperature. These pillars, in the diameter range of 1 – 10 µm, were never
electrochemically cycled, never exposed to an electrolyte, and had uniform, smooth
surfaces that were formed as a result of ionic bombardment. These factors may
explain the similar strengths of the single crystalline electrodeposited and evapo-
rated Li at a similar scale and their lower strengths compared to single crystalline
submicron recrystallized FIB-carved Li pillars, even though they were mechanically
probed under different applied strain fields.
5.4 Implications for Solid-State Batteries
This fundamental investigation into the formation, microstructure, and mechan-
ical properties of electrodeposited Li has direct implications for Li metal-based
electrochemical storage systems, and especially for solid-state Li batteries. The mi-
crostructure and length scale of the electrodeposited Li investigated in this work is
similar to that encountered in solid-state batteries with a ceramic electrolyte, where
Li grows along grain boundaries, in deposition-induced cracks, or in other free
spaces in the electrolyte at the submicron scale during cycling [37]. In a solid-state
Li metal battery, these submicron defects are common in the SE at the Li / electrolyte
interface [37]. Cell failure can occur when the stresses accumulated at these defects
during Li plating and stripping become large enough to induce crack growth in the
SE. If the maximum stresses are limited by the strength of Li, it is apparent from our
results that nano-scale Li is capable of withstanding and thus generating far greater
stresses than bulk polycrystalline Li. Due to the volume changes associated with
plating and stripping Li, stresses may plausibly reach the highest strength measured
on the electrodeposited Li in this work, over 27 MPa, or the largest stress measured,
almost 70 MPa. These stresses are sufficient to induce crack growth in ceramic SEs
with reasonable (< 20 µm) flaw sizes [37].
The large spread in the elastic modulus and strength quantified here for electrode-
posited Li is also significant because only a single defect is required to penetrate
through or fracture the SE to short circuit a battery. The strongest or stiffest Li
dendrite could puncture or fracture the electrolyte or packaging even if the majority
of formed dendrites are suppressed by the electrolyte. The 24x-greater-than-bulk
strength of electrodeposited Li at small scales is intimately tied to the performance
and implementation of solid-state batteries because it determines how much stress
the Li layer can withstand, which ultimately may determine how the battery will
perform.
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5.5 Conclusions
In-situ nanomechanical compression experiments conducted on individual electro-
chemically grown single-crystalline Li nano-pillars expand the existing strength vs.
size property space for Li and reveal (1) a range in the elastic modulus from 3.3 to
11.3 GPa, with an average of 6.76 GPa, and (2) strengths of 16.0 ± 6.82 MPa with
no observable size effect, which is 24x greater than bulk polycrystalline strength and
16x lower than theoretical strength. This work highlights a profound dependence of
the mechanical properties of small-scale Li on its deposition mechanism, resulting
microstructure, environment, formation kinetics, and dimensions, and highlights the
impact of these fundamental phenomena on operation and function of solid-state Li
batteries.
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C h a p t e r 6
3D ARCHITECTED LI-ION CATHODES
Adapted from
2. Yee, D. W.*, Citrin, M. A.*, Taylor, Z., Tovmasyan, V. & Greer, J. R. Additive
Manufacturing of Complex Metal Oxides for 3D Li Ion Battery Cathodes. (In
preparation).
The previous four chapters discussed the formation, microstructure, and mechanical
properties of Li grown out of a solid electrolyte. Using a Li metal anode can
improve energy density, but changes to the battery architecture itself can also improve
performance, especially to take advantage of the favorable properties of Li solid-
state cells. This chapter will discuss the fabrication and characterization of efficient
3D architected LIB cathodes using a novel additive manufacturing process.
6.1 Three-Dimensional Batteries
The traditional planar design of LIBs presents a fundamental trade-off between
energy and power density. To increase the energy of a battery without changing
materials, more active material must be added. However, as the active material
layer becomes thicker, the transport length of Li ions and electrons through the
electrode increases as the thickness increases, reducing capacity at higher rates and
reducing power [129, 130]. The energy density is usually dependent on the active
material mass loading, defined as mass per areal footprint (mg/cm2). Mass loading
is particularly important for Li anode solid-state batteries and microbatteries, which
require thin SEs due to the electrolytes’ relatively low ionic conductivity as well as
thin layers of Li and the cathode to maximize the overall energy density [2, 41, 129–
132]. In conventional LIBs, composed of liquid electrolytes and electrodes formed of
powders of an active material, conductive additive, and binder (“slurry electrodes”),
thin cells can be wound around a central post in the “jelly-roll” design to increase
energy density without increasing film thickness [133]. However, SEs, which are
often brittle ceramics, andmonolithic electrodes, such as sputtered ceramic cathodes,
would likely fracture in this configuration [130, 131].
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One promising approach to realize both high energy and power densities in solid-
state batteries is to change the two-dimensional (2D) planar design into a three-
dimensional (3D) architecture. By intelligently utilizing the height of the electrode,
the mass loading can be increased while maintaining short Li ion and electron
transport lengths [129, 130]. 3D electrodes are commonly measured by their areal
capacity (mAh/cm2), which can be improved by increasing the mass loading using
the height of the electrode [130]. “3D batteries” commonly refer to any type of
electrode design that utilizes an architected or porous design used to increase mass
loading with shorter transport lengths [130]. However, many 3D electrode designs
are “pseudo-3D”, i.e. their cross sections do not change with at least one spatial
dimension. A common 3D battery electrode design is to use 1D structures like
posts or nanowires [134, 135]. The 1D structures are often created by depositing
active material into a template [134, 136–138], depositing the active material on a
scaffold [139, 140], or directly growing the individual structures [141, 142]. These
structures can increase the mechanical stability of the thin active material [141] and
increase the areal capacity over a thin film [139], but they require high aspect ratios
to greatly decrease Li ion diffusion paths, which limits their heights as the structures
often fail or agglomerate when they are too tall [41]. 2D patterned electrodes
can achieve similar increases in areal capacity, but have similar issues with height
[143–145]. While many pseudo-3D and 3D electrodes can perform well in a liquid
electrolyte by simply replacing a planar electrode, different electrode configurations
must be utilized to exploit the advantages of 3D batteries with a full solid-state
cell (anode, electrolyte, and cathode) [130]. One of the most common electrode
configurations is to use interdigitated electrodes, which decreases the diffusion path
between electrodes [146–148]. Interpenetration beyond planar interdigitation is
difficult to achieve with only a few known examples [149, 150].
An ideal 3D electrode would include a large connectivity, controllable and ideal
pore size, and be composed of an ordered structure to optimize the material loading
and pore size. A single active material thickness and pore size is usually required to
optimize the energy and power density of a cell, and a stochasticmaterial will contain
deviations of the optimum thickness and/or pore size [41, 151]. An ordered, periodic
structure reduces defects that could short circuit the cell or increase the ion diffusion
path [135, 152] and would be stronger than a stochastic foam at the same densities
[153]. True 3D electrodes are less common and can be fabricated by depositing
onto a 3D current collector / scaffold (often carbon or metal foam) [154–156], or by
directly forming the active material using a heat treatment [149, 157, 158].
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Additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as 3D printing, provides a promising
route to create 3D electrodes with tunable geometries and dimensions. Currently,
the majority of 3D printed LIB electrodes are created by adding powders of active
materials to a slurry or ink [148, 159–162] or polymer [163]. These methods add
inactive ingredients into the electrodes, thereby reducing energy density, and are
often limited in geometry. Inks sometimes cannot be printed over free space and
must be supported by a printed layer underneath [164]. To our knowledge, there is
only one existing study that developed a 3D printed electrode composed of just the
active material, in that case a Ag microlattice electrode fabricated using Aerosol Jet
3D printing [158]. One of the largest challenges for 3D printing LIB electrodes is
the difficulty in printing non-polymeric materials that are commonly used in LIBs
[165]. Recently, we have developed a new additive manufacturing technique called
photopolymer complex synthesis to 3D print oxides [166].
Utilizing thismethod, 3D architected transitionmetal oxide LIB cathodeswere fabri-
cated. This technique incorporates metal salts with desired cations into a photoresin
that can be 3D printed into hydrogel structures using digital light processing (DLP).
The cubic lattices were manufactured and calcined in air to produce structures 7.5-8
mm wide and ∼1.3 mm tall. The primary material studied was LCO because of its
well understood electrochemical properties and its common use as a LIB cathode
material. The largest challenge for 3D solid-state batteries is the conformal depo-
sition of solid electrolytes on 3D structures [130, 131], normally performed using
atomic layer deposition (ALD) [167, 168] or polymer electrodeposition [169, 170].
The use of a solid electrolyte with the 3D electrode is outside the scope of this
work, so a conventional liquid electrolyte was used to investigate the electrochemi-
cal performance of the lattices. The lattices have a porous microstructure formed of
∼230 nm diameter crystallites and have reasonable gravimetric discharge capacities
of 122 mAh/g and areal capacities up to ∼8 mAh/cm2 with a capacity retention of
82% over 100 cycles.
6.2 Fabrication of 3D Architected LCO Electrodes
To fabricate the 3D electrodes, a custom aqueous photopolymer resin with the
necessary metal cations was formulated. The aqueous resin contains LiNO3 and
Co(NO3)·6H2O aqueous salt solutions mixed with poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
(PEGDa, Mw = 575 g/mol) and a lithium phenyl-2,4,6 trimethylbenzoylphosphinate
(LAP) photoinitiator and Benetex OB-M1 UV blocker with a salt loading of 230 mg
/ mL resin (Figure 6.1(a)). The resin was poured into the tray of the DLP 3D printer
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Figure 6.1: (a) The ingredients of the Li+ and Co2+ containing resin. The magenta
color originates from the Co salt. (b) Schematics of the DLP printing process.
(Autodesk Ember) and cubic lattices were printed. DLP printing utilizes a digital
micromirror display to project a 2D pattern of UV light into the photoresin that
polymerizes at the pixels in the pattern, as illustrated in Figure 6.1(b). The structure
is then moved slightly higher and the subsequent layers are printed similarly in
a layer-by-layer fashion [164]. Because of the relatively low volume fraction of
polymerizable material and the need for a highly cross-linked, insoluble material, a
relatively large dose of UV light is needed to print this resin. Consequently, a UV
blocker is necessary to reduce the amount of UV light that is absorbed beyond the
plane of focus to cause unwanted polymerization.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed (PerkinElmer STA 6000) from
30 to 900 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C / min under N2 with a flow rate of 20 mLmin−1
to evaluate at which temperatures the resin changes mass. The TGA data, shown
in Figure 6.2, revealed that between 30 and 110 °C, a 14% mass loss was seen,
likely from the evaporation of water. Around 235 °C, a large, somewhat gradual
decrease of 59% in mass occurred until 450 °C. In this range, the combustion of
the nitrate salts and PEGda has occurred in addition to the thermal decomposition
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Figure 6.2: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the Li+ and Co2+ containing resin
under N2 flow. Most of the mass decrease happens between 235 and 450 °C.
of organic material. The mass then decreases more gradually by 15% until 850
°C. An important caveat is that this was done under N2 gas instead of air (like
the calcination process) because the TGA under air was not available. We would
expect the mass change during calcination to be more similar to that in Reference
[166] (TGA performed in air), where the combustion happens ∼130 °C with a sharp
decrease in mass and most of the mass loss is completed around 400 °C. However,
that resin had a salt loading of 760 mg/mL, much larger than the LCO resin, so the
mass loss will likely be somewhat slower for this work. Based on this information,
we chose our burn profile to minimize the thermal ramp rate in the temperature
range with the largest mass loss (100- 500 °C) while increasing the ramp rate over
other temperatures to minimize the overall time of the calcination. The samples
were calcined in a furnace (MTI OTF-1500X) in air at ∼22 torr at 1 °C / min to
100 °C, 0.25 °C / min to 500 °C, 2 °C / min to 700 °C, a 3 hour hold at 700 °C,
then cooled down to room temperature at 2 °C / min. 700 °C was chosen as the
maximum temperature because it has been shown to optimize the rate capabilities of
LCO [171]. This process has some similarities with solution combustion synthesis,
where ametal salt with an oxidizing anion and fuel are mixed in a solvent and heated,
producing metal oxide nanoparticles of compounds involving the metal cation due
to the heat and gas produced by the combustion reaction [172]. Our process’s
combination of solution combustion synthesis with photolithograpy and polymer
complex solution has been termed “photopolymer complex synthesis” [166].
Free-standing lattices were printed with cubic unit cells and beam diameters of∼870
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Figure 6.3: (a) Image of the lattices before and after calcination. (b) Beams of the
as-printed lattice and (c) calcined lattice at the same magnification.
µm and ∼240 µm, respectively. The overall shape was roughly cylindrical with 15-
20 unit cells in width and 3 unit cells in height producing overall dimensions of
15-16 mm wide and ∼2 mm tall (Figure 6.3(a, b)). The water content in the printed
structures gradually evaporated, so the size of the structures fluctuated due to the
time between printing and calcination. Features could be seen on the surface in an
ordered pattern with a spacing of ∼48 µm. The ordered pattern on the surface of
the lattices likely arises from the pixels from the projector. The relative density of
the structure, i.e. the volume of material in the unit cell divided by the length of the
unit cell cubed, is 43%.
Post calcination, the lattices turned black with unit cell and beam diameters of
∼410 µm and ∼140 µm, respectively (Figure 6.4(a)) with a mass loading (mass /
area) of 50-60 mg/cm2. The overall dimensions were 7.5-8 mm wide and ∼1.3
mm tall and the ordered pattern on the surface of the beams, with a spacing of 23
µm, became more evident (Figure 6.4(b)). Figure 6.4(d,e) show the microstructure
formed of crystallites with sizes of 230 ± 76 nm with a microscale porosity of ∼36%
determined by image analysis. The lattices contained some cracks on the surface,
mostly located at the nodes (Figure 6.4(c)). These cracks were more common if
the thermal ramp rate of the calcination process was relatively high (1 °C / min);
ramp rates of 0.5 °C / min and below produced few surface cracks at the nodes.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Lowmagnification image of pristine beams of a calcined LCO lattice.
(b) The pattern of pixels on a node. (c) A node crack on a heavily-cracked lattice.
(d) A high magnification image of the particle microstructure in the node crack. (e)
FIB cross section image of the particles microstructure in the interior of an intact
node. (f) The side of a beam revealing the layers of the print, which can also be
seen in the FIB cross section (g).
The layers of the printing process were also visible on the sides of the beams, seen
in Figure 6.4(f). FIB cross sections of the beams showed a similar porosity as
the surface, sometimes with small ∼2 µm spacing between the print layers (Figure
6.4(g)). However, at the nodes, the cross sections revealed large pores of at least 123
µm tall x 34 µm wide, illustrated in Figure 6.5(a). The nodes of damaged lattices
that contained more surface cracks showed large spherical pores between 33 and
146 µm in diameter (Figure 6.5(b)).
The cubic unit cell was chosen for its simplicity and because some other printing
methods, such as inkjet printing, struggle to print overhanging features over free
space, which DLP printing easily performs [164]. During the calcination process,
water is driven off and the nitrate salts combust the organic molecules in the resin
around 130 °C. During this combustion and the heat treatment, the cations in the
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salt oxidize to become oxide nanoparticles [172], which gives rise to the lattice
porosity. Theoretical linear shrinkage was calculated as 77% following the method
in Reference [166]. Briefly, all the Li and Co in the resin are assumed to fully
transform into LCO during calcination and the radius shrinkage of a sphere of resin
to a sphere of monolithic LCO is calculated. The calcination decreased the mass
of the lattice to an average of 5.44% of the original mass. The measured structural
linear shrinkage after heating is 52.7%, so volumetrically it shrinks 89.4% assuming
isotropic shrinkage, while the decrease in mass is 94.6%. The pixel pattern on the
lattices also shrinks by 52%. The shrinkage in height of about 35% is less than
that of the other linear dimensions. This may be due to the difficulty measuring the
height of the LCO lattices because of their lack of mechanical robustness and any
warping after calcination would increase the apparent height of the lattices.
The discrepancy in the leftover material (10.6% of original volume and 5.44% of the
original mass) can be explained by the porosity: the mass shrinkage is 51% of the
volume shrinkage, somewhat larger than the measured porosity of 36%. However,
this porosity is the microscale porosity of the crystallites; it does not take into
account the many large pores in the nodes or any other large pores in the lattice, so
it is underestimated. The “true” porosity is thus likely close to 51%. To compare
the shrinkage to the theoretical shrinkage, the measured linear shrinkage should
be multiplied by the porosity, which gives 79.6%, similar to the theoretical linear
shrinkage of 77%. The discrepancy may be due to the impurities in the material and
non-linearities in shrinkage. Therefore the full porosity of the lattices, including
both the prescribed structural relative density and porosity, is ∼80%.
The cracks and pores seen preferentially located on the nodes likely result from the√
2 times longer distance that gas needs to escape in the node vs. a beam. A slower
thermal ramp rate should allow more time for the gas to escape during calcination
and produce fewer cracks, especially at the nodes. Our observations are consistent
with this explanation, as a 0.2 °C / min ramp rate produces many fewer cracks than
a 1 °C / min ramp rate.
The porous, particle-like microstructure seen in these lattices is distinct from the
monothilic morphology of lattices with submicron features printed using a similar
photoresin and calcination process [166]. That work fabricated structures using
two-photon lithography, where a laser is rastered in a photoresin that polymerizes
at the laser voxel when the polymer locally absorbs two photons, which allows for a
much higher resolution (∼1 µm as printed) and smaller throughput (∼1000 µm3/hr
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Figure 6.5: (a) FIB cross section of an internal node illustrating a >100 µm pore. (b)
Spherical pores are seen in broken nodes of very cracked lattices. (c) LCO lattice
with a damaged edge. (d) Zoomed-in image of the nodes of the damaged edge
demonstrating node failure.
as printed). Because DLP printing produces feature sizes much larger than the grain
size and gas has larger distance to escape compared to two-photon lithography, the
structures in this work are porous instead of monolithic. In addition, the lower mass
loading of salts in our work produce more shrinkage, which also leads to a more
porous structure.
Unfortunately, the lattices were damaged very easily; lattices with cracked nodes
calcined at higher ramp rates crushed under very light pressure, while lattices with
fewer node cracks survived some light handling with tweezers. The low mechanical
robustness of the lattices is intimately tied to its morphology. The porous structure
contains many crystallites that are connected at only a few points, similar to poorly
consolidated granular materials, which have low strength when poorly connected
[173]. The contribution of the nodes plays a crucial role in the deformation of
lattice architectures [174]. The internal pores at the nodes significantly weaken the
structure because there is less material there to support any applied stress, resulting
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in failure controlled by beam failure at the nodes (see Figure 6.5(c,d)). The strength
of brittle materials is largely governed by the flaw size and population inherent in
the material due to its processing, with the stress to propagate a crack proportional
to 1/
√
a, where a is the flaw length [175]. The large pores and defects in the lattices
will contribute to their low toughness by greatly decreasing the stress necessary to
propagate cracks to fracture the structure. The surface cracks from faster thermal
ramp rates provide large flaw sizes to further decrease toughness, consistent with
our observations that the low thermal ramp rate lattices better resist failure.
6.3 Materials Characterization of LCO Structures
Samples were pulverized into a fine powder between glass slides in order to perform
powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro x-ray powder diffrac-
tometer at 45 kV and 40 mA with a Cu kα source. Figure 6.6(a) shows the XRD
spectrum of the lattices with peaks consistent with the α-NaFeO2 layered structure
of LCO (Figure 6.6(b)). The (003)/(104) peak ratio is 1.52; ratios greater than one
signal that the cations in the structure are well ordered, improving cycle life [176].
A small peak shift of ∼0.7°compared to the reference sample [177] was consistent
between all samples, even a commercial LCO powder (Sigma Adrich), and so was
likely an instrument artifact.
The chemical composition of the lattices were investigated by energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), performed on a Zeiss 1550VP FESEM with an Oxford
X-Max SDD EDS detector at 10 kV (Figure 6.6(c)). EDS spectra of the lattice
exhibited mostly Co and O with the composition shown in Table 6.1. Unfortunately,
Li cannot be seen in EDS without specialized equipment due to its low scattering
cross-section and absorption of the produced x-rays by the detector window [179].
The ratio of O to Co was 1.9, similar to the ratio in stoichiometric LiCoO2. The
impurities in the structure were, in descending order of atomic percentage (at%),
C, P, S, Na, and S. The combined at% of impurities was 6.6 at%, assuming an
equivalent atomic percentage of Li and Co. The impurities arise from incompletely
combusted organic material (C), the photoinitiator (P), the counter ion of the UV
blocker (Na), and the UV blocker (S). The elemental maps were generally uniform,
even at the pixel level (∼20 µm), with a few spots containing excess S around 2
at%. It is possible that S and P reacted with oxygen and another cation to form
sulfates or phosphates. These were not detected in XRD; Co fluoresces under Cu kα
radiation, which produces a strong background that can obscure any trace impurities
[180]. The amount of material that is likely LCO is therefore ∼93 at% / ∼95 wt%.
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Figure 6.6: (a) XRD spectrum from a pulverized LCO lattice and reference spectrum
taken from Reference [177]. (b) Crystal structure of LCO adapted from Reference
[178]. Co3+ ions lie in the center of O2− octahedra and the gray box outlines a unit
cell. (c) SEM image of the lattice with elemental maps from EDS illustrating the
four elements with the highest atomic concentrations.
Quantitative elemental data from EDS is somewhat inaccurate, especially for lighter
elements, so the exact compositions may vary by a few at%.
To further confirm the lattices were indeed composed of electrochemically active
LCO, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on slurry electrodes fabricated from
lattices pulverized by crushing between glass slides. In a CV experiment, the voltage
is swept from the OCV up to an upper voltage, where it is swept back down to a
lower voltage. The cycles can then be repeated. Cyclic voltammograms reveal at
which voltages electrochemical reactions take place by measuring a peak in current
at these voltages.
To fabricate the slurry electrodes, the powder from the crushed LCO structure was
first mixed in vortex mixer in a polyethylene vial with isopropyl alcohol and zirconia
ball-mill balls for 2 hours. The resulting mixture was poured into a glass dish and
dried at 60 °C for 2 hours then at 100 °C in vacuum for 18 hours. The electrode
slurry was composed of 80 wt% of this active material, 10 wt% conductive additive
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At% At% w/ Li
O 59.5 45.1
Co 31.8 24.1
Li - 24.1
C 5.1 3.9
P 2.7 2.0
Na 0.5 0.4
S 0.4 0.3
Table 6.1: Atomic percentages taken from EDS spectra. The first at% column is the
data from the instrument and the second at% column assumes the same at% for Li
and Co and recalculates the overall composition.
(super C65 carbon black), and 10 wt% binder polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The slurry was mixed in a polyethylene vial with
zirconia ball-mill balls for 5 hours. It was then cast onto Al foil with various
thickness using a film applicator blade and dried for 12 hours at 50 °C. 11.1 mm
diameter electrode discs were punched out of the foil and the electrodes were dried
for 18 hours at 100 °C under vacuum. Samples were tested in CR2032 coin cells
that were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox. 30 µL of 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 ethylene
carbonate:diethyl carbonate electrolyte (EC:DEC, BASFSelectilyte LP 40)was used
as the electrolyte. Li foil was used as the counter electrode (Sigma Aldrich, purity:
99.9%) with a 25 µm thick polypropylene (PP) separator. CV was performed using
a BioLogic BCS-805 battery cycler scanning between 3 V and 4.2 V at a scan rate
of 0.005 mV/s, slow enough to approach equilibrium.
Figure 6.7(a) illustrates the primary peaks in the CV scan. During the first cycle, the
anodic scan exhibited a large peak at 3.929 V with two smaller peaks at 4.068 V and
4.184 V. The reverse cathodic scan showed corresponding peaks at 3.893 V, 4.056 V,
4.170 V. During the second cycle, the peaks shifted slightly to 3.928 V, 4.071 V, and
4.181 V in the anodic scan and 3.894 V, 4.053 V, and 4.107 V in the cathodic scan.
The peaks in the CVs performed on slurry electrodes from LCO lattices are virtually
identical to the peaks observed in literature [181, 182]. The redox couple at 3.929 /
3.893 V corresponds to a first order phase transition between two hexagonal phases,
while the peaks at 4.068 / 4.056 V and 4.184 / 4.170 V correspond to an order /
disorder transition of Li ions with a distortion to a monoclinic phase [181, 183, 184].
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Figure 6.7: (a) 2 cycles of a CV scan at 0.005 mV/s between 3 and 4.2 V. The 3
major LCO peaks fall between ∼3.9 and 4.2 V. (b) Lower voltage peak of the CV
scan ∼3.4 V. The denser data points below 3.6 V on the anodic scan of the first cycle
are due to a different data acquisition rate. The rate was changed around 3.6 V to
reduce the overall number of data points.
The peaks in the second cycle were only 11 mV different on average compared to
the first cycle, illustrating the reversibility of Li ion intercalation and deintercalation
in the fabricated LCO. On the first cycle, there was a broad low voltage peak at 3.38
V that did not have a corresponding cathodic peak (second cycle: 3.35 V), seen
in Figure 6.7(b). The difference in current between the anodic and cathodic scans
at this peak for the first cycle was 7.66 µA and decreased on the second cycle to
4.96 µA. This peak is likely due to some impurity in the LCO material or in some
other part of the cell, such as the electrolyte, because LCO is not electrochemically
active in this range [181]. The current decay between cycles is indicative of the
irreversibility of this peak and the small currents suggest that the peak is due to a
low concentration impurity.
6.4 Electrochemical Performance of 3D LCO Electrodes
Because of the LCO structures’ low mechanical robustness, replacing the traditional
slurry electrodes in conventional 2032 coin cells to investigate the electrochemical
performance of the lattices is infeasible. The stress applied to the layers in the
coin cell stack to crimp the cell and keep components in electrical contact can
reach the order of 1 MPa [185]. This stress easily destroys the LCO lattices; to
electrochemically probe the structures, they need to be electrically connected to
the cathode current collector and infilled with the electrolyte without any applied
direct pressure. A conductive adhesive can connect the lattice to a current collector
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(stainless steel spacer) and taller-than-sample rings can be placed around the lattice
so direct pressure is applied to the rings instead of the lattice (see Figure 6.8 (a)).
PP rings were used because PP is a common LIB separator material and is stable
under cycling conditions. The conductive adhesive cannot react with the electrolyte
and needs to be stable under the chemical environment and large voltages applied
to the cell. Carbon glue (Ted Pella) was first used to stick the lattice to the spacer,
and the cell showed no capacity. Upon dissembling, the lattice was not attached to
the spacer and the electrolyte was black, i.e. the electrolyte dissolved the carbon
glue. This highlights the reactivity of the cell environment and the importance of a
conductive adhesive that is stable during cycling.
Carbon black and PVDF are very commonly added to LIB electrodes as a conductive
additive and binder, respectively, and are therefore stable under cycling conditions.
A conductive adhesive was fabricated by mixing 75 wt% conductive super C65
carbon black and 25 wt% PVDF binder in NMP in a 1.28 mL:100 mg solvent:solid
ingredients ratio. The solution was mixed in a vortex mixer in a polyethylene vial
with zirconia ball-mill balls for 24 hours. The mixture was drop-casted onto a 0.2
mm stainless steel spacer and thinned to ∼0.5 mm thickness using a film applicator
blade to minimize cracking. The LCO lattice was then carefully placed into the
middle of the adhesive and the whole stack was dried at 35 °C for 4 hours (Figure
6.8(b)). Cracks still occurred in the adhesive but the lattices were firmly attached and
did not move when the spacer was flipped upside down and shaken with tweezers.
PP rings with thickness of 1.6 mm and 0.18 mm with inner and outer diameters of
9.5 mm and 15.9 mm, respectively, were thinned using a rotary power tool to an
inner diameter of ∼11 mm to more easily fit around the lattices. The rings were
placed around the LCO structure to support the stress of the coin cell spring. A 0.18
mm thick PP ring is added if necessary to increase height. Figure 6.8 (a) illustrates
the cell stack from bottom to top: smaller coin cell case, spacer with lattice attached,
a 1.6 mm thick PP ring, a PP separator, Li counter electrode, spacer, spring, and
top case. Cells were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox and the electrolyte (1
M LiPF6 in 1:1 EC:DEC) is inserted into the cell cavity until the cell case is full of
electrolyte (∼ 400 µL) after the PP rings are placed down. Some electrolyte spilled
out the cell during crimping, so the actual amount of electrolyte in the cell is less than
400 µL. The available volume in the cell cavity for the electrolyte is approximately
150-200 µL. Control cells that contain PP rings and the carbon adhesive without
the 3D LCO cathode did not exhibit any capacity.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Schematic of the cell stack in the 2032 coin cells. Liquid electrolyte
is applied into the cell before the separator is added. (b) LCO lattice attached to a
stainless spacer with the carbon adhesive.
Coin cells were analyzed by either a BioLogic BCS-805 battery cycler or Neware
BTS4000 cycler and were cycled galvanostatically between 3.0 and 4.2 V at C/40
for two cycles, slow enough to minimize polarization, then at increasing rates for
5 cycles each to 2C, then for up to 200 cycles at C/10. A rate of 1C corresponds
to a discharge or charge in 1 hour based on the theoretical capacity of LCO (155
mAh/g), 2C corresponds to a 30 minute half-cycle, etc. The voltage profiles for
LCO lattices seen in Figure 6.9(a) show a plateau around 3.93 V on charge and 3.88
V on discharge and small plateaus ∼4.15 V and 4.2 V on charge and discharge with
a first cycle irreversibility of 20 mAh/g at C/40. This voltage profile is similar to
that of LCO reported in the literature, with a plateau ∼ 3.9 V and small plateaus
∼ 4.1 and 4.2 V around 10 mAh/g of charge or discharge [182]. These plateaus
correspond to the peaks in the CV, which arise from a first order phase transition
and order / disorder transition, respectively [183]. The combination of CV, voltage
profiles, XRD, and EDS all provide confidence that the 3D architected electrodes
are composed of electrochemically active LCO, virtually identical to that commonly
used in LIB cathodes.
The first specific discharge capacity at C/40 was 122 mAh/g, and the the first dis-
charge capacities at C/20, C/10, C/5, and 2C/5 are 96.6%, 91.4%, 85.0%, and 57.2%
of the first discharge capacity at C/40, respectively (Figure 6.9(b)). The lattices did
not show capacity at rates of 1C or 2C. Two samples cycled at 2C/3 showed a
capacity of 21.9% compared to C/40. The average Coulombic efficiency (CE), the
ratio between the discharge and charge capacities, for the first 88 cycles at C/10
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Figure 6.9: Electrochemical performance of the LCO lattice. (a) Voltage profile
during charge at C/40 for 1 cycle and C/20 for cycles 2-5. (b) Specific capacity
and Coulombic efficiency during the first 50 cycles at various currents. (c) Specific
capacity and Coulombic efficiency over 231 cycles. (d) Voltage profile at various
cycles at C/10. Cycle 7 is the first C/10 cycle and cycle 32 is the sixth C/10 cycle;
all subsequent cycling was at C/10.
(110 overall cycles) was 99.0% with a standard deviation of 0.373%. Interestingly,
during the subsequent cycles, the variance in CE increased, with an average of
98.4% and standard deviation of 0.608%. Small sections of the structure losing
and regaining electrical contact during the later cycles could explain the variance
increase. Figure 6.9(c) illustrates the extended cycling, with a linear capacity decay
of 0.18% per cycle over 231 cycles. The first specific discharge capacity at C/40
of 122 mAh/g is lower than the theoretical capacity of 155 mAh/g for LiCoO2 →
Li0.5CoO2, although it is very similar to LCO particles fabricated by conventional
combustion synthesis [186, 187].
The somewhat lower capacity arises from many factors, including the 5 wt% of
impurities, small amounts of the lattice breaking and becoming disconnected during
coin cell fabrication, some parts of the lattice possibly covered by the C adhesive,
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incomplete electrolyte infiltration, and theOhmic drop across the electrode. Because
there is no conductive additive and the electrode is relatively tall, the electrical
resistance from LCO (a semiconductor in the lithiated state [188]) contributes to a
large Ohmic drop. The addition of a large (∼30 wt%) amount of conductive additive
has been shown to increase gravimetric capacity [171]; this amount of inactive
materials would decrease the absolute capacity, however.
The polarization, defined as the difference in voltage between charge and discharge
at 10% state of charge, gradually increased during extended cycling at C/10, with a
polarization of 0.14 V for cycle 7 (first C/10 cycle), 0.15 V for cycle 32, 0.19 V for
cycle 77, 0.41 V for cycle 122, 0.51 for cycle 167, and 0.62 V for cycle 212 (Figure
6.9(d)). Cycle 32 is the sixth C/10 cycles and all subsequent cycles were at C/10.
Polarization increasing during cycling is typical for LIB electrodes and is normally
attributed to disconnection of active material and a gradually thickening SEI layer
[189]. These degradation mechanisms may be somewhat exacerbated in the LCO
structures due to their lack of mechanical stability and larger surface area.
The polarization also increased for increasing current, with values of 0.046 V for
C/40, 0.090 V for C/20, 0.14 V for C/10, 0.29 V for C/5, and 0.52 V for 2C/5.
The voltage curves for the first cycle at each current are shown in Figure 6.10(a).
Polarization almost always increases with current, as the Ohmic drop, activation
polarization, and concentration polarization increase with current [16]. The lack
of conductive additive and large electrode height will increase the Ohmic drop,
reducing the capacity at larger currents. If the polarization, which is linear with
current, is extrapolated to 1C, the polarization would be 1.3 V, greater than the
experimental voltage range, resulting in no measured capacity.
Slurry electrode fabricated from pulverized lattices exhibited lower gravimetric
capacities around 97 mAh/g at C/40. The capacities at C/20, C/10, C/5, 2C/5, 1C,
and 2C are 95.8%, 86.0%, 84.1%, 79.9%, 65.2%, and 37.9% of the first discharge
capacity, respectively (Figure 6.10(b)). The areal capacity of the lattice was 35x
larger than the areal capacity of the slurry electrodes, largely driven by the 28x
increase in mass loading provided by the relatively tall structure. Because of the
thinness of the slurry (∼25 µm thick), the transport length for Li ions during cycling
is greatly reduced, allowing for much higher relative capacity at 2C/5, 1C, and 2C
compared to the lattice. In addition, the 10 wt% of C conductive additive improves
the high rate performance of the slurry electrodes. The decay rate was also roughly
linear and smaller than that of the lattices, at 0.12% per cycle (Figure 6.9(c)). The
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Figure 6.10: (a) Voltage profile of the first cycle at various currents. (b) Specific
discharge capacity of anLCO lattice vs. a slurry electrode fabricated frompulverized
LCO lattices. (c) Discharge capacity of an LCO lattice vs. a slurry electrode
fabricated from pulverized LCO lattices relative to the first discharge capacity.
larger decay rate and worse high current performance of the 3D LCO structures is
again likely due to the lack of conductive additive and structural features that can
disconnect during cycling. The lower specific capacity for the slurry is surprising, as
it should be similar to that of the lattice. Likely, the slurry-making procedure resulted
in the lower specific capacity, possibly due to film delamination; the slurry electrodes
exhibited lower gravimetric capacity compared to the lattice electrodes over all 9
samples. Nevertheless, this comparison allows us to decouple the electrochemical
properties of the 3D structure vs. the material; the poor performance of the 3D
electrodes at higher rates is due to the structure and height, while the capacity of the
architected electrodes at low currents is limited by the inherent material.
The first areal discharge capacity of the lattices at C/40 is 7.6 mAh/cm2, ∼2 times
larger than conventional slurry electrodes. The areal capacity during cycling is
shown in Figure 6.11(a, b). The improvement in areal capacity is due to the large
increase in height made feasible by the additive manufacturing process. It is difficult
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Figure 6.11: (a) Areal capacity and Coulombic efficiency of an LCO lattice during
the first 50 cycles of cycling at various currents. (b) Areal capacity and Coulombic
efficiency of an LCO lattice over 231 cycles.
to create electrodes with these heights using other methods, often requiring densely
sintered electrodes [188] or ink based 3D printing [159]. Areal capacities over 10
mAh/cm2 have been demonstrated using various deposition methods. For example,
Wei et al. 3D printed 1 mm Li4Ti5O12 and LiFePO4 electrodes using an ink-based
printing process and measured ∼13 mAh/cm2 for a full cell at low current densities
(0.2mA/cm2) [159]. Using LCO electrodeposited onto a carbon foam, Zhang et
al. achieved ∼20 mAh/cm2 at C/5 [154]. Lu et al. fabricated ∼1 mm thick LCO
electrodes by infilling a wood template and infilling the resulting structure again
to reach 22.7 mAh/cm2 [190]. The 3D printed LCO lattices in this work did not
reach the large areal capacities of these other works due to their mass loading
limitations from the overall porosity of the structure ∼80%. However, the lattices
still provided a ∼2 increase in areal capacity over traditional planar electrodes and
provide other advantages, such as the ability to print arbitrary structures that are
binder and scaffold-free. DLP printing is also inherently a faster and more scalable
technology compared to many other 3D printing technologies [164]. The time to
print scales almost exclusively with height because each layer prints simultaneously,
so the printing of structures that are much larger in the x-y directions or many
smaller structures of the same height happens in virtually the same time as one coin
cell-sized structure.
There are multiple routes that can be explored to improve and optimize the elec-
trochemical performance of printed LCO structures. Other unit cell geometries,
such as an octet, could increase mass loading with the same beam diameter and
provide more stiffness and strength. The burn profile can be optimized to reduce
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porosity and defects by reducing the thermal ramp rate and burning at the maximum
temperature for longer times. A second infill step could be used to greatly increase
mass loading, similar to Li et al. [190]. The chemistry in the resin can also be tuned;
salts that are less oxidizing than nitrates, such as acetates, could reduce the violence
of combustion and therefore increase mechanical robustness and mass loading. The
concentration of salts could be optimized to control the resolution and porosity of
the structure. Reduction in pixel size in the micrometer display of DLP printers
could also improve resolution. If the calcination profile is optimized to increase
mechanical stability and carbon content, then the electrochemical performance may
also be enhanced by reducing polarization.
The metal cations in the photoresin and their concentrations can be tuned to produce
oxide 3D structures of various LIB-relevant materials. This chapter was focused
on fabricating and characterizing LCO lattices, but some resins were made with
salts in the correct stoichiometric ratios to produce another common LIB cathode,
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.5O2 (NCA). Using a very similar procedure as discussed in this
chapter, NCA lattices were fabricated with similar dimensions to LCO lattices.
Figure 6.12(a) shows the XRD spectrum from pulverized NCA lattices that reveals
peaks from the lattices that match with the α-NaFeO2 layered structure of NCA
with a (003):(104) peak ratio of 1.12. EDS reveals that the lattices are composed
of mostly O and Ni in addition to Co and Al (Figure 6.12(b)), with impurities of C,
P, S, and Na. The molar ratio of Ni/Co and Ni/Al was 5.4 and 13.6, respectively,
similar to the ideal ratio of 5.3 and 16 for NCA. The deviation in the Ni/Al ratio is
likely due to the inaccuracies of EDS for light elements and small at%. However,
the measured ratio of Ni/O is 0.63, much higher than the ideal ratio of 0.4. The
reason for this is currently unclear, but the composition may be corroborated with
other techniques, such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy.
The voltage profile of the NCA lattices, measured by cycling at C/40 and C/20
between 3 and 4.3 V, is shown in Figure 6.12(c), which reveals a sloping voltage
with a sharp drop ∼3.4 V on discharge and a first discharge specific capacity of 135
mAh/g. This profile is similar to the characteristic voltage profile of NCA, while the
specific capacity of NCA can reach 200 mAh/g [191]. The lower capacity is likely
due to similar reasons as the lower capacity from the LCO lattices, in addition to
deviations from the ideal stoichiometry. The capability of photopolymer complex
synthesis to fabricate efficient LIB electrodes out of more complicated oxides, such
as NCA, is still currently under investigation.
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Figure 6.12: (a) XRD spectrum from a pulverized NCA lattice and reference spec-
trum taken from Reference [192]. (b) SEM image of the NCA lattice with elemental
maps from EDS illustrating the four non-Li elements of NCA. (c) Voltage profile
during charge at C/40 for 2 cycles and C/20 for cycles 3-5.
6.5 Conclusions
Free-standing architected 3DLCOelectrodeswere fabricated at coin cell dimensions
using a novel photopolymer system with DLP 3D printing. Metal salts in the
photopolymer resin were oxidized during calcination to create an architected oxide
structure. The lattices were printed with ∼120 µm beam diameters with overall
(structural and microscale) porosities ∼80%. XRD, EDS, and CV all provide
complimentary evidence that the lattices were indeed composed of LCO, with ∼5
wt% of impurities. The LCO lattices exhibited gravimetric capacities of 122 mAh/g
and areal capacities up to ∼8 mAh/cm2 with a capacity retention of 82% over 100
cycles. This represents a reasonable gravimetric capacity and cycle life with an areal
capacity ∼2x higher than conventional electrodes. The large variable space of this
fabrication process could be optimized to improve the electrochemical properties
of printed structures and can be adapted to manufacture architected 3D electrodes
out of many other LIB-relevant materials, such as NCA. 3D architected cathodes
such as those discussed in this chapter may eventually be utilized in Li solid-state
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batteries with high energy and power densities.
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C h a p t e r 7
THESIS SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this thesis, we investigated fundamental materials properties of Li metal, namely
microstructure, modulus, and strength, as well as the growth of Li at the beginning of
charge. These are important parameters that influence the operation of Li solid-state
batteries. We also explored a new additive manufacturing method and its feasibility
in creating architected LIB cathodes.
To explore these properties and processes, we developed an experimental set-up
to charge thin film solid-state batteries composed of an LCO cathode, LiPON
electrolyte, and Cu current collector, in-situ inside the SEM chamber. This instru-
mentation allowed for the direct observation of dynamic Li formation when the cell
was charged and provided access to electrodeposited Li for nanomechanical exper-
iments without exposure to air. The surface topography of the cell showed nodes or
hills that arise from the underlying LCO layer, which form domains on the surface.
While charging the cells, we observed that the Li first nucleated at the Cu/LiPON
interface underneath the Cu, then punctured through the Cu layer to form a variety
of morphologies, including fibers, pillars, and spheres. Li formed preferentially
at the domain boundaries on the surface of the cell, which was corroborated with
electrochemical simulations that showed the current density was enhanced at the
cusps of the domain boundaries. These cusps also exhibited preferential growth
of sphere-like Li, possibly because of increased potential gradients at these areas
driving Li self-diffusion.
To investigate the microstructure of Li grown in these cells, we explored various
techniques to probe Li using TEM while avoiding the problems of air exposure
and beam sensitivity. In-situ TEM samples were fabricated from a cross-section of
the cell using FIB lift out and guidance was provided to help fabricate a successful
sample. Cryo-FIB was also endeavoured to directly transfer single Li fibers from the
cell into the TEM. We explored cyro-EM and found it to be a successful method to
investigate the microstructure of Li deposited from a solid-state battery by charging
the cell connected to a TEM grid. The Li fibers that grew from the cell displayed a
single crystallinemicrostructure, similar to that of Li deposited in a liquid electrolyte
examined by cryo-EM.
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In-situ charging experiments in the SEM chamber allowed for the transfer of Li into
the SEM without air exposure. A small percentage of Li deposits grew into pillar
morphologies and orientations that were favorable to perform uniaxial compression
experiments. By performing experiments at constant loading rates instead of con-
stant displacement rates, we were able to mitigate the noisy data produced from
small sample loads. Uniaxial compression experiments revealed the moduli of these
pillars closely matched those measured in the literature, validating the measured
mechanical response. The single crystalline pillars, with diameters 360-759 nm,
first deformed elastically, the plastically flowed with no visible slip offsets. The Li
pillars exhibited yield strengths 24x higher than bulk polycrystalline Li with a large,
43% standard deviation. The deformation of the single crystalline pillars is likely
governed by dislocation surface nucleation and thermally activated deformation
processes.
Another route to improve the performance of Li based batteries is to utilize 3D
battery electrodes to provide high energy and power. We investigated a novel
additive manufacturing technique to fabricate 3D architected LCO structures. Di-
mensional transformations and morphology after calcining were investigated and
related to the lack of mechanical robustness of these structures. XRD, EDS, CV,
and electrochemical cycling were performed to establish that the material created
was electrochemically active LCO. We developed a coin cell-stack design that can
be used to electrochemically probe low toughness structures. The electrochemical
performance of the LCO structures exhibited a relatively high areal capacity ∼8
mAh/cm2 with a capacity retention of 82% after 100 cycles. The performance is
discussed in terms of the printed structure, microstructure, and porosity of the LCO
lattices, and the constitutive material.
This thesis has explored some of the fundamental issues that need to be solved
in order to successfully implement batteries with higher energy and power density
with improved safety. Novel experiments were performed to characterize properties
of Li metal that is formed under methods that are very relevant to the conditions
of Li battery operation. This thesis also emphasizes the importance of size and
fabrication conditions on the mechanical properties of Li. Researchers may need
to direct more efforts on the mechanical response of electrodeposited Li due to
its strong dependency on these two factors. The high strengths of Li measured
in a commercial, thin film solid-state battery can hopefully assist researchers in
designing solid electrolytes than canmore effectively handlemechanical degradation
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when used in a Li solid-state cell, as the strength of Li may be different from the
bulk strength. Interest in Li mechanics has only recently emerged, and thus many
questions remain, such as the effects of battery cycling under different conditions
on the mechanical response of Li. In terms of electrode architecture, photopolymer
complex synthesis is an intriguing fabrication method for 3D architected oxide
cathode materials. The versatility of this method could be utilized to tune the
material, structure, and dimensions produced by this technique. Ultimately in the
future, some of the techniques and properties discussed here may be used to produce
3D, all solid-state Li metal batteries.
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